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FRONTISPIECE
THE SOUTH BANK OF BRUSHY GREEK AT ROUND ROCK
The view is toward the east and downstream.
ABSTRACT
The exposed bedrock of Brushy Creek Quadrangle,
Williamson County, Texas, is of Albian to Coniacian Age,
In ascending order, the outcropping for??®tlona are Comanche
Peak, Edwards,
,fKisralchi% Georgetown, Eel Bio. Buds, Pepper,
Eagle Ford, and Austin, Three lithologic subdivisions of
the Edwards are recognised, and five members of the George*
town limestone are differentiated on the basis of lithology
and fossil content* The structural relief results from
normal strike faults breaching a Gulfward dipping homocline,
En echelon faults of the Baloones Fault Eon© bisect the area
from north to south* Limestone and dolomite are quarried
near Hound Rock, but the backbone of the economy is agricul-
ture,
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INTRODUCTION
The inland margin of the Gulf Coastal Fl©in has boon of
intermittent interest to the petroleum geologist since the
economic potentialities of faulted oil traps wore first dis-
covered, Whereaa the boundary between the Bolted Coastal
Plain and the Grand Prairies is of a flexural nature In north
Texas, it becomes faulted north of Georgetown in William®on
County, These faults, collectively called the Balcones Fault-
Zone, are on echelon and tend to increase in both length and
throw toward the southwest. In the vicinity of San Antonio
the strike- swings more weatwardly, Hear Thralde the fault
zom diminishes along the northern edge of the Rio Grand©
Embayasst* The ares considered in this report is bisected
from north to south by faults of the Balcones system* It is
hoped that the results of this Investigation mmy be of aid
in future exploration along the Balcones Fault Zone,
Location*— Brushy Croak Quadrangle (Figure- 1) is in
south central Williamson County, between latitudes So° 50*
and 50° 55* H», and longitudes 97° 40 f and 07° 45* W* The
city of Round Rook Is located in the extreme southeastern
corner, and Georgetown is four miles north of the northeastern
corner. This five minute quadrangle moGSQMUcts approximately
thirty square miles and was named for the principal stream
draining the area.
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2FIGURE 1
Location of Brushy Creek Quadrangle,
3Previous work*— The Washita Group and overlying Gulf
Series in central Williamson County have been studied by
many noted geologists* Tho first geologic investigation was
an extended reconnaissance of the Georgetown, Eel Rio, and
Bu&a formations along the San Gabriel Elver by J* A* Taff
(1895). K, T* Hill (1900) studied this general area from a
geologic and physiographic aspect* The mineral resources
were investigated in 1914 by
”
* 3, Phillips. F. L* hltney
collected and studied fossils fro® the Georgetown formation
(1925, unpublished) and later mapped along the Falcone® Fault*
Correlation between the Georgetown of central and north Texas
was attempted in 1927 by Cuyler. Later, Adkins and Arick
(1950) mapped the north Texas Georgetown equivalent® in Bell
County* The Del Rio clay east of tho city of Georgetown was
described by Adkins (1930)*
More detailed work began in 1949 when Hazard, Persy,
at al. described tho
ff
Fi®mlehl
,? and adjacent rocks on Brushy
Creek In Hound Kook* Ward (1949) mapped an area immediately
west of Georgetown* In 1950 Marks zoned the Austin chalk on
a biostratigraphic basis, and Walla mapped the members of
the Georgetown formation in Fell Gin Quadrangle* The woodbine
and Eagle Ford groups were described at Townes Mill on the
Ban Gabriel river by Adkins and Lozo (1951), donation of the
Austin chalk was continued by Gordon (1950), Tydlask© (1951),
and Hartwig (1953)* Young and Marks (1952) published the
z©nation of the Austin Chalk that was reaffirmed by Arrington
4(1954) in Berry Creek Quadrangle northeast of Georgetown,
Purpose*-- In order to facilitate a minimal completeness
to this general geological report, it was pertinent to in-
clude both stratigraphic and structural data* Equal consid-
eration was also accorded to the economic exploitation* In
short, the purpose was fourfolds to accurately record what,
why, when, and of what value were the rocks in Brushy Creek
Quadrangle* Julfillraent of this aim entailed stratigraphic
descriptions, detail mapping of tbs "telcones Fault Zone
(Plate 10), mapping structurally where Indicated (Plate B),
and extending the zonatlon of the Georgetown formation
(Adkins and Arlck, 1930) southward from 801 l County*
lassured sections and stratigraphic descriptions are
included in Appendix I* The locations of fossil collecting
localities and illustrative structural features are described
In Appendix II and shown on Plate 10,
Method* The usual field methods adaptable to a cne-
man party w©r® used In obtaining data* Strikes and dips
were determined with a Brunton compass and checked by des-
criptive geometry methods* Thicknesses were measured with a
hand level and a 8-foot steel tape. An American Pauling al-
timeter was used In conjunction with the U.S.O.S, Topographic
Pap of Bound Book Quadrangle (1923-1925, revised 1949) in
determining elevations* Excellent mosaic and stereoscopic
aerial photographic coverage, generously donated by Edgar
Tobin Aerial Surveys, Inc*, lent both convenience and aecu-
5racy to tho field mapping. Some limitations of the method®
used were recognised prior to the field work and an effort
was made to minimise errors by the repetition of measurements*
The TT*S*Q>B. topographic map was enlarged to 1/20,000 and
used m © base for the geologic and structural maps*
Physiography*— Tha boundary between two groat physio-
graphic provinces crosses the -quadrangle from north to couth*
The eastern two-fifths of th© quadrangle is in the Biackland
Prairies and Gulf Coastal Plain* The reminder is a southern
extension of the Pampasas (hit Plain*
Numerous short, steep streams originate in the central
part of the area and feed the surfact- run-off into Chandler
and Onion branches, which are in turn drained to the east by
: rushy Creek. The annual rainfall is a continental type and
approximately 50 inches, hut the Irregularity of precipitation
causes all tha streams to flow intermittently, Atmospheric
changes resulting fron the location of the Baleones fault in
relation to the (half of Mexico and the prevailing southeaster-
ly winds have produced local floods in excess of 20 inches in
24 hours. This relationship compares mildly to the monsoon©!
conditions ©long the southern Himalaya Mountains * The area
has an average low relative humidity and a temperate climate*
Bast of the fault gone the? development of the deep
chemoEom end gentle dip slopes typical of the
Prairies hm boon prohibited by tha proximity of this area to
the faults* Upland,
,!
tTvalde
if
# gravels cap many of the tc-po-
6graphic highs, usually overlying bedrock of the less resist-
ant stratigraphic units, Much of the area has also been
covered by a thin veneer of more recent, unconsolidated float
of chart cobbles. Regardless of the rocky surface, the soil
yields a good harvest of cotton, com, and other row crops,
vember A of the Georgetown formation and the steep clones of
Del Bio marl ©re reserved for grazing.
The highest and lowest elevations ©re both east of the
major faults. The highest (960+ feet) occurs at the top of
Babbit Hill, a remnant of an obsequent fault line scarp held
up by hard Buda limestone and capped with a terrace of
tfUvalde* gravel. The bed of Brushy Creek at the eastern
boundary has the lowest elevation (880- feat).
West of the Beleones fault sons the terrain Is rough
and rooky* Small streams have dissected steep-sided valleys
in the hard Edwards limestone* Many springs and seeps issue
from bedding planes and minor faults* Travertine deposits
and local consolidated gravels occur in creek beds (figure s}*
■'any small caves and two larger caverns {Bat Cave and Steam
Cave, about I*s miles north of the area, 2.5 miles southwest
of Georgetown end 0.5 mile west of 0, g* Highway 8!) illus-
trate the effectiveness of chemical weathering in the Edwards
limestone.
The native grassland has been drastically reduced by m
overgrowth of cedar, The cedar shows a definite preference
for the Edwards formation*
7The thinness end frequent absence of topsoil on the
Comanche Peak and Edwards limestone prohibit cultivation on
a large scale, but the availability of ground water allows
the prosperous Industry of raising cattle, sheep and goats#
Acknowledgements» The Tamers find ranchers residing
in Brushy Creek Quadrangle, without exception, openhandedly
gave access to their lands and thus allowed an unrestricted
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Robert K# Arrington photographed the fossilc (Plates 1-7)
and alternated as companion, colleague, and critic. Many
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Clabaugh and Robert L. Folk, To each benefactor for ©very
consideration the writer expresses sincere gratitude, Es-
pecial thanks for hie assistance, criticism, and advice are
extended to Keith Young, who served m Supervising Professor#
STRATIGRAPHY
CRETACEOUSS SYSTEM
Subsurface information indicates the presence of Paleo-
zoic rocks of the Ouachita belt folded below the Wichita
Paleoplaln in this area (SeHards, 1933, p, 123; Adkins,
1933, p* 260). The portion of geologic history recorded by
rocks outcropping in Brushy Creek Quadrangle begins with the
Comanche Peak formation of : td&le-Alblan age. The two Sorias
in the Cretaceous System of central Texas are both represent-
ed (Figure 2). The older, Comanche Series, is composed of
the Trinity, Fredericksburg, and Washita groups* The massive
Trinity limestones and lower Fredericksburg limestones and
shales outcrop to the west and occur only in the subsurface
in this quadrangle * The younger Series, Gulf, includes the
Woodbine, Fugle Ford, and Austin groups in this area, plus
the Taylor and Navarro groups outcropping a few miles to the
east* The lower Xnoooramus subquadratue subsone (Arrington,
1954) is the youngest Cretaceous rock unit found in the area.
Fredericksburg Group
Originally named am! misplaced in the section by Boosier,
the Fredericksburg group was later classified by H# T* Hill
(Adkins, 1985, p. 322). The group includes the Walnut,
Comanche Peak, Towards, and Kiaaichi formations. The
’
alnut
8
9Figure 2
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and lower Comanche Peak formations are excellently exposed
along the San Gabriel Rivers west of Georgetown, but only
the uppermost few feet of Comanche Peak are exposed in this
area in the bed of Brushy Greek near the ¥/est boundary.
Massive Molluscs reefs are typical of the Fredericksburg
limestones in central Texas,
Stratigraphers have not established a universally ac-
ceptable upper boundary for the Fredericksburg group. With
full cognisance that the "Kiamlchi
1* in Brushy Creek Quadrangle
lithologically resembles the overlying basal beds of Member A
of the Georgetown formation, for structural and paleontolog-
ical reasons the writer includes "Kismichi" in the Fredericks-
burg group.
Comanche Peak Limestone
The Comanche Peak was correctly placed below the Edwards
limestone, incorrectly placed above the Austin chalk, and
named for the type locality in Hood County by Shumard In IB6o*
The Comanche Peak is considered to be lithically continuous
with the Ooodland formation in north Texas (Adkins, 1935,
p. 534). The lower and upper contacts are reportedly conform-
able. The latter is a 10-foot transition zone included in
the Edwards limestone in the area under consideration.
The only outcrop of Comanche Peak limestone in Brushy
Creek Quadrangle occurs near the southwestern corner. The
limestone is white, medium hard, massive, nodular, and
11
weathers to a dark gray color (“oaaured section IA,
'
inane 9),
The limestone nodules are elongated horizontally, angular,
and exhibit a patent conehoidol fracture xr vertical exposures*
large gastropoda end pelecypods occur in abundance
throughout the lines tone. A few echlnoi&s, Txo.rvra texana
(Keener), and one individual of rnyonoceras sp* ■■/ere collect-
ed by the writer from brushy Creek, A thin marl stratum
occurring approximately the sane distance '25 feet) below the
"dwards lino atone alon~ the Worth San lahrlsl Piver yielded
nunaroua individuals of tex-nyr, ~nn 11nstor se
<4
end
op,, and one fxvtropifoooras sp. aff, l^wocnae*
fossils collected by the writer from the upper part of
the Oonanehe Peal: limestone ares
■ollusoa
Pelacypod©
~"xoirmi to:cana {7' ooaar) ( ITT, 10496)
< ; r*
3 ?»
taza&fi (Conrad)
Him »r*
Cephalopoda
sp* (T, 104925
sp* a.fx\ onae (BBse)
COT, 10491)
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Gastropoda
Tarrlfcolla sp.
Allnaa ap.
"
ohlaodar-r'.a
laoliUiatM1 9p. m, 10494)
Edwards Limestone
Lithically the TTdwards limestone (Hill and \raughan,
1899) outcropping In Brushy Crock Quad: snglo resembles the
type rootion on Barton Crock near Austin* The massive lime-
stone beds, bands of chert nodules, and thick nudist Id Mo-
stroma (Cumlnga, 1932) comprise approximately half of both
the outcrop area and stratigraphic section exposed in Brushy
Creak Quadrangle* Brushy Creek and smaller tributaries have
dissected steep-sided valleys in this thick section of rela-
tively pure limestone. Numerous small caves, seeps, springs,
end travertine deposits attest the vulnerability of the
dwards limestone to chemical weathering processes• raehan~
leal weathering processes have permitt the accumulation of
only m ephemeral residual soil* The rough and rocky terrain
supports a thick overgrowth of cedar and Is utilised exclus-
ively for grazing*
Hill (1901) imported the Mwar&a to bo 230 foot thick
along Brushy Crook* The writer calculated & minimum thick-
ness of 210 feet Indicated by the width of outcrop and dip*
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The tangent vector method, advocated by Whitney, was used in
all calculations because of the low dip* Torn® of minor
.faulting cross Brushy Creak in two places, but the resulting
loss of section is estimated not to exceed 20 feet*
The Edwards limestone conformably overIlea the Comanche
Beak limestone and itnoonformably underlies rooks of the
"Kiamlehl* and Georgetown formations in Brushy Creek Quadran**
gle* The transition from Comanche Peak to Edwards is grade-*
tional near Georgetown* tout apoear* to bo interfingering in
Brushy Greek* Bore holes in a thin sublithographlc limestone
stratum of Edwards are filled with *Kiamiehi w limestone on
Lake Greek at Roland Book (Measured section 8* Locality 11)*
On Brushy Greek at Round Hock (Locality 2), a mas s ive~toedded
limestone containing scattered individuals of Taurasla under-
lles the
nKiamiohi n limestone. The upper mart of this bod
contains burrows which are filled with overlying Xiaraichi%
and pebbles of this bed are reworked into the basal bed of
the !! JCifisiehi% Hear Chandler Branch four miles north of
Round Hock, Member A of the Georgetown overlies a massive
Edwards Toupee in reef. The bedding in the Edwards limestone
is consistent in Brushy Greek Quadrangle* Therefore the var-
iation in lithology at the ton of the Edwards limestone in
the writer* a opinion is caused by pre-^Kiamiohi
1* end ore-
Georgetown erosion rather than facies changes, Gncorforma-
bility of the upper contact is evident by faunal and litho-
logic contrasts (Figures 5 end 4), and a slight regional
angularity Is Indicated*
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Figure 3
The south hank of Brushy Creek at’ oun& Rock (locality 2).
a* -awards, "Klanlehl", and Georgetown formations, the
camera points west in this view.*
h* T dwards~'
n'iamtchi tt and *Kiawichi”-Georgetown
contact® at the same location*
c* Oxytropidooeraa so* in the
,fKtamlehl% same location*
a
• -up"' ewJT’V'dwords~WHiamichl” contact, same
location*
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Figure 4
The T;dward#~ t; Klamlohl K contact up dip from Flgur© 5*
©* The hamster mark# the contact near the railroad crossing
on karts load 620 in the western edge of Pound Book,
o*s mile west of locality 2 •
b* The contact 1 mil© up Tnke Creek free? the railroad
bridge et ound ock, o*s !giXe southwest of locality 2*
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This writer made no attempt to subdivide or zone the
Edwards limestone, but to facilitate a more precise strati-
graphic orientation the upper SO feet are herein referred to
as the upper belt, next lower SO foot as the middle bolt,
and the remaining 100+ feet as the lower belt (Measured sec-
tion 1, Figure 25*
Light gray to white, hard, massive, hiostrotsal limestone
beds are characteristic of the lower belt. The lower bods of
the lower bolt consist of white, hard, massive, honeycombed
limestone* A thick rudietid reef occurs near the middle of
the lower belt* The upper part of the lower belt contains
delimitio strata, sublithographic limestone, thick illuviated
peleeypod blostronea, and light brown to blue-gray chert
nodules* Excellent exposures of the lower belt occur at
Localities 1 and 12* Specific localities are listed and des-
cribed in Appendix I ami shown on Plate ID*
The middle belt is characterised by bads of thin chert
nodules, crystallised calotte, rare pulvarulites, and medium-
bedded oolitic and millolid limestone* The chert nodules
average o*o foot In thickness and the smooth rounded, rolling
top and bottom surfaces may encompass several square feet* A
thin peripheral layer la composed of light cream to white,
subllthographle limestone* The chert appears to ha black to
dark blue end frequently banded parallel to the bedding, but
thin, freshly broken slivers are light gray to white and trans-
lucent* The upper part of the middle belt is exposed in ©
17
quarry om mile met of Bound ! oak (Locality 13)*
The upper belt contains thick cftprlnld and rudistid
blostromes, thin beds of lithographic limestone, and string**
era of calcareous shale* A thin argillaceous bed occurring
approximately 25 feat below the Georgetown formation along
Brushy Creek contains profuse Molmteymm jolmicfem (Locality
IS)* The upper IS or 20 feet are well exposed in Brushy
Creak at Bound Boekf a loss defined but thicker section occurs
at Locality 26 (Measured section IC, figure 9)*
Several species of high spired gastropods wore collected
from the Edwards formation* fossils collected by this writer
include 2
’■'ollnsea
Bolocypoda
ap«
®p*
TmmiM. zp*
sp.
abundant caprlnt&g
Gastropoda
ap.
sp*
fchinode»a
Bfrlflfltacaag- ilmtiii. (Roansr) (VT
$
10502)
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Figure 5
The Tawards limestone along :-rushy Crook*
a* Strata of dolomltg in the lower bn It of th* Kdwerds
dipping 15 K* 30 •W# near th® south end of Onion
■ Isuit ®t locality 12*
b* Joints in the §ed of rushy Creek at Round Hook
striking f• 68 7 » The undercut bank in the back-
ground Is locality 2*
c* ono ox the numerous small travertine deposits in th®
middle belt of the dwsrds limestone along -rushy
Creek*
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"Kiamichi" Limestone
The fauna of the uppermost 4*3 feet of Traderloks* nrg
sf
agc
ff rocks exposed in. Brushy Creak at Hound Hock correlates
with the Kiamich! fauna in north Texas (Kasaard, Foray,
et al*« 1949). Neritic deposition, characteristic of the
Hlamichi formation (Adkins, 1933, p. 349), is also indicated
at Bound Bock, but the fossilifarous limestone facies differs
from the clay and limestone bads typical of north Texas*
Taff (1892) first reported the isolated outcrop herein re-
ferred to as "Miamichi" • The nearest KI amichi outcrop con-
tinuous with north Texas is approximately 50 miles north at
Whitson, Coryell County (Adkins, 1953, p* 551}*
The
n
Kiamlohl
n
at Hound Hock consists of two limestone
strata (Measured section 2, Figure 10)* The contact with the
underlying Edwards formation ©hows filled bora holes and is
unconformable (Figure 4)# The basal stratum is s*l feet of
light brown* medium hard* Indistinctly-bedded* argillaceous*
limestone. Qaortropidocerag sp. aff* guponl (L&sswit*) occurs
in this bed* A manifest color change marks the undulating
boundary between the lower stratum and the upper stratum of
the "Klamlohl”• The upper bod consists of I*2 feet of light
gray* medium hard* indlstlnctively-bedded* argillaceous*
fossiliferous limestone
* halknanl (Farcou)*
liallaaleffiC sp*, sp., nnii abundant sp. were
collected from, this bed. The upper contact with the basal
'bed of the Georgetown formation la indistinct and has been
20
reported to bo transitional (Hassard, Foray ©t al*» 1949)*
The "Ktanlehl" formation Is also exposed in Lake Creek
and Onion Creek at Localities 11 and 14 respectively* One
well preserved Individual of *vopervinculorla" n* sp, 1
(Plato 1) was found in the lower
tr
Klamlchi
t?
at locality 11
(Measured section 8, Figure 16)* The Georgetown formation
unconfamably overlies an
'
awards Touoasla reef on Chandler
-ranch west of Highway 81 In the northern part of Brushy
Creek Quadrangle, the "Klamichi” being absent at this local-
ity*
Toss 11a collected from tho "Kiamiahi" formation by this
writer Include*
Molluoca
Pelecypoda
Bacogyra sp* (tIT # 10504)
firaatoea sp. of. mylft (Hail)
Pe.oten sp*
Cephlanoda
belknapl (Marcou) (OT, 10505)
QmMPPtCpcsVMQ aff. bravoenaa (Bdse)(UT, 10506)
sp* of* supanl (Lasswita)
(TIT, 10549)
'oporvlnouiaria** n* ap. 1 (tills paper)
(t!T
f
10630)
Fehinoclerma
fnallaeter sp* (tit, 10505 5
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Washita Group
Vashlta was originally intended by B. F* Shumard as the
name of the Georgetown formation (Adkins, 1955, p, 560), but
usage prevailed and the Taahlta has been redefined as a group
(Hill, 1887, p, 298), Included are the Georgetown, Eel Flo,
and Bufia formations of Brushy Greek Quadrangle,
The basal contact, Frederick® mirg-fashlta, is unconforra-
able in Brushj Creel* Quadrangle * The absence of the "Klanichf*
four miles north of the area indicates that the unconformity
is angular, end the discordance is very small. All inter-
formations! contacts within the Tashita group appear to he
conformable* Exposures of the Eel lio-Duda contact excellent-
1j illustrate gradational transition from a shale facies into
limestone.
The upper boundary between the Bodft formation and the
'oodblne group is unconfomabl© but concordant (Adkins, 1955,
p. 561), Woodbine and Eagle Ford residual soils obscure the
exact contact In Brushy Creek Quadrangle, and the Buda-
Woodbine contact was mapped by a change In slope.
Georgetown Limestone
The Georgetown formation was first 'zoned In "tlllamson
County by -alls (1950), who employed criteria established in
Bell County by Adkins and Arick (1950)* The members were
defined on the basis of lithology, and guide fossils for each
member were listed. The reliability of this donation has
22
been affirmed by Arrington (1954) and reaffirmed by the writer*
Member A consists of 23 feet of thick-bedded, nodular
limes ton* oontaining ZdlohaaiftSifi freiqonU (Maroou), l caraocgres
oregoonss (f.humsrd), and i. ortonlsems aff. trltiodpstg? (38a*).
Member 3 consists of 25 feet of intsrbeddod, chalky, argilla-
ceous limestone and light gray to buff shale, predominately
shale, in Brushy Creek Quadrangle, Characteristic fossils
include frohyaterocoras anstinens e (Koeiaar), - orton Icarus
(loonltea) mretoaa (I*s»wlt*), and l.'&ogsts wgiaSSi £' hits).
Member C is a 5 foot Oryphaea washltaonsla (Hill) agglom-
erate with a matrix of brown to buff marl* Member I) consists
of 10 feet of Interbedued, thin, soft, chalky limestone and
light gray to buff marl* Guide fossils are Mortonleeras
y/lntoai (Adkins) and Hortonlcoras n* sp* 3 (Arrington), Mem-
ber E consists of 20 feet of light gray, hard, crystalline,
thin-bedded limestone containing Turrilites braspens is
(Boomer) in the upper part, Hlngena wacoenais (Boomer) in
abundance throughout, and :"ortonlcores n. sp. 4 (Arrington)
in the lower bads*
The correlation of these members with their north Texas
equivalents is Illusory#- "a lecmt©logically the Eosmocerag
bragoenae gone near the bottom of Member A correlates with
the same son® in the Duck Crock formation in orays on County,
The Tarrilltea braspensis son® in Member E is correlative
with the upper part of the forth Texas Mainstreat formation*
Thus the lower and upper formations! boundaries are approxi-
23
aaately equivalent. The relationship between the intervening
saembera (5, C, and P} and the Fort Worth, Fenton, >e»o, and
Pawpaw formations is not no discernible, although Member C
and the top of the Fenton seemingly correlate. Adkins and
Ariek (1950) state that the Pawpaw thins southward end is
absent In -oil County.
Member A*~- Member A is best exposed in this area near
the southeastern comer in Brushy Creek and vicinity* This
o*llcrop Is about one mile wide and underlies most of Hound
Hock# The residual soil is a rocky ehemosen. It resembles
the thinner Edwards soli, but It supports a much less profuse
overgrowth of cedar. Both arc very rocky and seldom cultivate
ed#
Both lower and unrvsr contacts arc exposed in Brushy
Creek 100 yards upstream from the H* Highway 81 bridge
(Figure S)* The lower contact is an angular unconformity
regionallyj the upper contact appears to *to a conformable
transition by .gradation* Between those contacts are 25 fact
of light gray, hard to mod turn, slightly chalky, thick-bedded,
nodular, foastliferoua line 3 tone; interbedded with stringers
of gray to buff, 30ft, laminated, very calcareous, fosailif-
arcus shale (Measured section 2, Figure 103#
Th© dark#** color of the lowermost bed In Member A la
distinguished from the lighter colored underlying “Fiamlchi*
at Pound Hock# The lower six feat consists of two bads of
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dark gray to light brown, arenaceous limestone containing a-
bundant Orvohaea washitaenaia. A thin (0.3 foot) bed of marl
separates these beds, and upon weathering allows the upper bed
to form a prominent ledge. On© individual of
n lobiceras ?t sp,
(Plat© 1) was collected in Lake Creek from this level.
The next highest ledge Is formed by five feet of nodular
limestone. Idlohcmltes fremonti occurs at this level in
Brushy Creek, and according to Hazard, Feray, ©t ©l*, (1949)
Prohvsteroceras sp. Is also present* This is approximately
the same stratigraphic level that contains abundant Desmocerag
bragpens© in both San Gabriel River beds at Georgetown, and
E* bragocnse and ”!• ooervinquieria" n* sp. 2 on the west side
of Highway 81 about o*7 mile north of the Chandler Branch
bridge*
Overlying the Idlohealtee fremonti and ‘Pesmoceras hrago-
ense son© and separated by o*4 foot of marl is a thick (8 -bet \
massive-bedded limestone containing numerous Mortonloeras n.
ap# 1 (Arrington) aff. trlnodosum (88se) and other mortonieer-
ids*
The highest ledge-former In Member A Is a masgive-bedded,
3 feet thick, light gray limestone from which several species
of Mortonlceras. including M* n. sp. 2 (Arrington) off, trin-
od osnm were collected ( 1 late 2).
}ossila collected by the writer from Member A include:
Molluscs
Peleoypoda
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Oryphaea washltaensls (Hill)
Cephalopoda
Desmoceras aff. bragcense (Shumerd) (BT, 10500)
idlohaultm fromontl (Marcou) (O*F, 10509)
ftortonlperai (Ibonit&g.) maximujg. (Lasswits)
(UT, 10519)
V
.
n* so. 1 (Arrington) aff. trinodosum (B6sa)
lofT 10513)
M. n. so. 2 (Arrington) aff* trinodosum (BBse)
10512)
M! opervinquierla” n. sp. 2 (this paper)
(UT, 10544)
•'ember 3. This unit outcrops extensively in the ©ast-
ern part of Brushy Creek Quadrangle. Between Chandler and
Onion Branches the outcrop exceeds one mile In width. The
residual soil Is a more typical example of the oedocal soil
series than the thin Member A and Edwards soils* The black
to reddish brown topsoil (A-ssone) is usually in cultivation,
and it varies from 0.5 foot to 2 feet thick* The underlying
thick caliche gone is invariably present*
Along Chandler Branch east of Highway 81 the lower and
upper contacts are exposed* Both are conformable, concordant,
and gradational in this are®. Member B consists of 25 feet of
light gray to white, Indurated to hard, thin-bedded, nodular,
chalky, fossiliferoue limestone beds, Interbedded with gray to
buff, soft to friable, very calcareous shale (Measured section
3, Flat© 11).
Shale dominates the lower 10 feet with a spars® spacing
of thin (o*s to I*o foot) nodular, chalky limestone beds*
Prohysteroceras austlnense (Boomer) Is abundant in this part
but ranges throughout the entire member as does Mortonlceras
(Leonites) maximum (Lasswits)* The limestone strata thicken
to 1 and 2 feet and the shale beds are reduced to thin o*s
foot stringers in the upper 15 feet* leonites n. sp* 1
(Arrington) was found to occur In considerable number along
with Leonites n* sp* 2 and L* n* sp* 5 consistently between
5 and 15 feet below the base of Member G (Plates 5, 6, and 7)*
A concentration of Heal aster elevens (Shusiard) persists
in the upper 6 feat* Hear the new highway cloverleaf south
of Belton in Bell County abundant specimens of this large
echinold were found in approximately the same stratigraphic
position* Scattered specimens of H* eXenons were collected
throughout Members A, B# C, and t; but the abundance in the
upper 5 feet of Member B constitutes an eplbole * Immediately
below the tipper contact a thin (0.5 foot) Kingena wacoons is
bed initiates the process of gradation into Member C.
The varied fauna of Member B is represented by the fol-
lowing fossils collected by the writers
Molluscs
Peleoypoda
Kxogypa walker! (-'fhite)
amatosa (mu)
Pecten ap.
Cephalopoda
Laonltes n. sp« 1 (Arrington) (OT, 10520)
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Toonitnr sp. 2 (this paper) (FT, 103235
"uon!tea n. an. 3 (this paper) 'T*, 10321)
ergs nnstin aiao (Boomer) (TT, 10512)
Hortonisoras (T&onltm) t (Baaswit?!}
Tohinodsrsta
Herniaster -Ingans ("bunard) (***, 10540)
Brechlopotie
Tingena wacoonsis (Former)
"
ember £.— Thle Member has a Tory limited area of out-
crop In Brushy* Croak Quadrangle* Xt ia a consistent Gryphaea
lii teens la caleirusdite 5 foot thick. The narrow outcrop
compelled the writer to map Member C with Member Ik Thus,
the contact line on the bedrock map ' ’late 10} between Member*
3 ami B represents the outcrop area of Member 0, Advantage
was taken of this narrow outcrop, consistent thickness, dis-
tinctiveness, and numerous exposuress marking the approximate
middle of the Oeorgete-m, this member was deemed the logical
horlr.cn to contour structurally.
The soril in indistinguishable from that of adjacent Mem-
hers B and P, except rarely encountered areas of thin
topsoil in which abundant frrnhaea shells are exposed. The
lower mul upper contacts a* Member C are marled, by an abrupt
decrease in the number of £* wshlteansfa fossils (Figure €■)*
The matrix consists of blui*h-gray to white, soft to indurated,
calcareous shale, often weathered into hard caliche nodules
(Measured section 3, .Figure ID*
Figure 6
A south vi ow of the soil profile o" feorgetotfn
Member 0 »t loealltj 5*
b
f The honmer merits the contact between '-'ember B end
tf
rH@r C of the feorretown limestone* This is e
south view At locality' S#
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Arrington (1964) collected Leonitea n. sp# 1 from Member
C In Berry Creek Quadrangle, but no ammonites were found in
this member in the area mapped by the writer# The fauna con-
sists largely of G. wcahltaenels# but the following fossils
were collected by the writers
Mollusca
Pelecypoda
Grypheea waahltnansla (Hill)
Heithea texana (Roomer)
Exogyra walkerl (White)
Cephalopoda
CTO«tPo«ras sp.
Braehlopoda
Klngena wacoenala (Boomer)
Fobinoderma
Keg&ug.tiMf el#g#n# (Shuraard)
Lelooldarla ap# (pistes and spines)
Member J}.— Along the ridge line separating the Chandler
Brunch watershed from the area drained by Onion Branch is the
largest outcrop of Member I In Brushy Creek Quadrangle# This
outcrop averages o#s mile in width, and good exposures may be
seen along Highway 81. Measured section 3 (Figure 11) in-
cludes another outcrop of Member D along the north bank of
Chandler Branch# The fertile soil resembles the soils of
Members B and C (Figure 6)| all of which yield a good harvest
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of cotton, corn and row feeds.
Both lower and upper contacts are gradational, but the
transition into the hard, crystalline, basal limestone bed
of Member Kis very abrupt, .Both contacts are well exposed
along Chandler Branch. Member X> is 10 to 12 feet thick In
this area and consists of light gray to buff, soft, crumbly,
calcareous shale beds with thin (0.3 to 1,0 fo t) strata of
light gray to whit©, soft, nodular, chalky limestone contain-
ing Klngena wacoensls (Measured section 3, Locality 3),
Numerous Mortonlceraa n* sp* 3 (Arrington) were collect*
ed and appear to be restricted to this member In
" T llHams on
County (Plate 3)* Kingsna wacoensle occurs profusely in the
limestone stringers, and Infrequent gxogyra walkerl and
Herniastor sp* were found in the shale beds* Although the
fauna of Member B was limited in kind and number, the follow-
ing fossils were collected by this writers
Mollusca
Helecypoda
r.xoCTra vmlkerl (¥Jhite}
Cephlapoda
Nortonloeraa n« sp. 5 (Arrington) ( VT, 10828)
Parscymatoperas s p.
Brachtopoda
Blngena waooensls (Ho©mar)
r chinoderma
Hemiastsr sp.
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Member B*— A Iw cueets trending V. , 60° W., and .par-
allel to th© north bank of Chandler Branch is held up by
Member E, The width of this outcrop Is restricted to 0,2
mile by the slightly steepened inface and a Del Dio outlier
on the dip slope. On McAdams Form (Locality 10) an outlier
of Member E capped with Del Bio is isolated against the
Chandler fault. The Martinez farmhouse on Highway 81, 0,5
mil© smith of the northern boundary, is on a similar outlier
in the lower part of Member E, Th© upper part is exposed a-
long the cast fork of Chandler Branch on the downthrow side
of Three-Mile Fault (Flat© 10),
The topsoil is thicker (2-4 feet) and blacker than the
soils on the other members of the Georgetown formation* The
annual rainfall in excess of 30 inches has Influenced its
development into a mature chernozem.
The lower contact, an abrupt gradation, was most obvious
at Locality 3* The lower contact was reported to be uncon-
formable in north Texas by Stephenson (1929). Member F: con-
sists of 20 feet of light gray, hard, crystalline, nodular,
fossillfarous limestone, with thin {l,O foot) beds of light
gray to buff, soft, laminated, calcareous shale interbeds in
the upper 4 feet.
Lower and upper contacts are poorly exposed at Localities
3 and 10, however, interfingering into the overlying Bel Bio
clay Is more clearly exposed at Locality 0,
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An important part of the Main Street is
the upper few feet, which form the "transition
zone" (sic) to the overlying Grayson* (Adkins,
1955, p* 584)*
In central Texas alternating beds of marly limestone and
marl containing guide fossils of both the Georgetown forma-
tion and the Eel Bio clay, Ki.nße.na waqpenfla, BaECllltML
brasoensis. and Fxo.ftrra arietlna respectively (Adkins, 1953,
p. 385) compose the zone”, and substantiate the
further classification of interfingering (Figure 7).
Mortoniceras n* sp. 4 (Arrington) was found to occur in
the lower part of Member R in Brushy Creek Quadrangle
(Plate 4). Arrington (1954) reported this species from the
some stratigraphic level north of Georgetown, and Young (per-
sonal communication) verifies this zone In Travis County at
Austin*
The occurrence of Turrllltea brazoonals correlates the
upper part of the Georgetown formation in this are® to the
original ashita formation in southern Oklahoma (Shumard,
I860), the Mainstreat formation in Grayson County (Hill,
1894), the Mainstreat equivalent in Bell County (Adkins and
Arick, 1950), and the top of the Georgetown formation at
Austin. Profuse Exoavra arietlna. predominately © Juvenile
form, and Kingena waooensis occur In the upper 4 feet of
transitional beds* Representatives of the Member E faun©
collected by the writer ares
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Figure 7
a* A southwest view of the transition zon® in the
top of Georgetown res?her T. at locality 8*
b. A west view 'of the snail folds in the upper part
of the lower Inocorarsug gubonadratus (Soblnter)
subsone of the Anstin ohiiiSr at loeafIty 7*
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Molluscs
Pelecypoda
j'xoiarrß fi.ria.tAaa (Koetner)
Cophlapoda
'
OFto.njLger.aa. a. sp, 4 (Arrington) (K, 10522)
.gaigilitm ias&assaia.
Paraoypetooerag sp.
ho&itld sp. (GT, 10559)
Brachlopoda
Massaa samaaßata (Roa««r)
Del Bio Olar.
Inevitable mistakes In early correlations of this for**
matlon resulted In a wide selection of names, notwithstand-
ing the priority of the name Grayson by Cragln (1895) for
the type section at Denison, Grayson County; to the adherents
of Hill and Vaughn (1898) this formation is still known as
the Del Flo for the type section near Del Rio* The writer
uses the south Texas terminology because lithologic, struc-
tural, and geographic comparisons indicate greater similarity
to the southern type section at Loot de la Crus Butto, VaX
Verde County,
Pyritio mioromorphs, pyrlte, and gypsum are usually
associated with the central and south Texas outcrops, South
of Georgetown, Williamson County, the Pel Rio conformably
underlies the Buda formation. Prom Georgetown to near Waco,
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McLennan County, the occurs Intermittently (Adkins,
1924; Adkins and Arick, 1930; Arrington, 1954) and farther
north, the Grayson (Bel Rio) formation uncon formahly con-
tacts the overlying Woodbine group (Adkins, 1955, n* 387).
The steep slopes of the Pel Bio outcrop in Brushy Creek Qua-
drangle are topographically and florally mors akin to the
buttes and lowlands of Pal Verde County than the open, roll-
ing prairies of north Teres*
mhus, the proximity to the
Baleones Fault and Rdwards Plateau closely relates the cen-
tral and south Texas Bel *l© outcrops*
Pel Rio clay Is exposed on the steer sides of Babbit
Hill in the northeastern comer of Brushy Creek Quadrangle*
This outcrop is approximately o*4 mile wide. A similar out-
crop is exposed on the inface of the 'Bad® cuesta south of
Lake Creek near Round Rock* Two outliers cap topographic
highs in the east central part of the area on both sides of
Chandler Branch* The black, plastic, clayey soil on the out-
liers and around the bottom of the steep elopes is cultivated,
but it grades upward into thinner light green!sh-brown soil
that is usually reserved for grazing* Mesquite and prickly
pear are native to the Bel Rio slopes*
The lower transitional contact 25 one of alternating lime-
stone end shale was included in the Georgetown formation*
top of the uppermost limestone stringer was selected as
the base of the Pel Rio by the writer* The upper contact is
a gradational transition from marl into hard, dens© limestone
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characteristic of the Buds formation. The gone of gradation
Is approximately 2 feet thick and was all included in the
Del Flo clay.
On Hawkins Farm (Locality 4) there is a total thickness
of 70 feet (Measured section 4, Figure 12), The light
greenish-gray, soft, friable, laminated, gypsiferous shale
contains thin, indurated strata of Fxoicrra ariatins agglom-
erate in a calcareous matrix. The matrix is more arenaceous
in b narrow (10 foot) gone 10 feet below the upper contact.
The arenaceous gone nay ho a lateral equivalent of the nodu-
lar lower Buda limestone which is absent at this locality.
The lower Buds is present in the southern part of the area
but faults prohibited a comparison of total thicknesses of
roi Rio, yjssoaft arlaUaa anfi gjsrtea :-xKrs.omw nhoand
throughout the formation, but the latter is prevalent In the
middle third of the section.
Tones of pyrltio mlcromorpha war® found near the middle
of both, the upper and lower thirds at Locality 4* The pyrltic
:,dwarfs" Include individuals of Turrilltos sp*, Fubmantelllc-
££fi& sp., anfi other aolluso&ns* Represen-
tatives of the 'Dal Kio fauna collected by the writer Include?
Folluaca
Palacypods
Ssaoaa ssisMm (Roemei?)
..Tygphcga (stanton) (trr, iosss)
Paa.tsa sp.
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Ceuhalopoda
Turrilitos so, ®ff# (Adkins)
(TAT, 10537)
Svtbmantellioeras sp# (97, 10900)
gastropoda
several species of pyritlc micromorphs
(W, 10557)
ISsfia.
The names "Shoal Creek limestone", "Burnt limestone",
and "Vela linestone", wore replaced when Vaughan (1900) used
the none Buda in describing the type locality on fhoal Creek
in Austin (Adkins, 1935, p, 396)# The Bud© limestone out-
crops continuously across Brushy Creek Quadrangle, but it
thins to the north end occurs intermittently in Berry Creek
Quadrangle four miles north of Oaorgtt mm. The absence of
Buds in four places was associated with a small post-Bud®
structural high by Arrington (1954)# Farther northward in
Fell County, thin Bud® Is alternately present then absent
{Adkins and Ariel:, 1930; Adkins and Logo, 1951), tolled boul-
ders of decomposed Bud® mark the northern extremity near
Foody in Metsnnan County (Adkins, 1935)*
Babbit Hill and the adjoining cuoat® ©re held up by the
Bud® lira© stone In the north© astorn eerror of Brushy Crook
Quadrangle, An equally steep, though slightly lower, cuesta
in the southeastern comer is also supported by the Bud® for*
ration, Th# area of outcrop Is very narrow and thickly sprin-
kled with largo honeycombed boulders unlee® revered by mm
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©utwashed mantle of Toodbine and !!agle
' ::'ord shale# The re-
sidual soil Is very thin or absent and the profusion of
boulders prohibits cultivation#
Hear the southern boundary (Locality 5) 27 feet of "u&©
was measured and neither bottom nor top was exposed. Measured
section 5, Figure 15)# Approximately ono mile down rushy
Creek Tydlask© (1951) measured 55 feet of Buda* Tear the
northern boundary (Locality 4) a thickness of only 19*5 feet
separates known Fel Bio marl from th© Popper shale* flump
blocks cover the lower contact and the true thickness is [
probably slightly less# Tells (1949) reported a total thick-\
ness of 16 feet cast of Georgetown on the San Gabriel Fiver#
Thus, along the outcrop, the Bud© thins to the north at the
approximate rate of 5,5 foot per wile* it thickens to the east
in the subsurface#
"he Bud® consists of light brownish-orange to cream, very
hard, indistinctly-bedded to massive, glauconitic, oolitic,
fossiliferous, crystalline limestone* The lower eight feet
exposed on Brushy Creek is thinner**bedded and more nodular
than th© massive upper beds# A fossil detrliel limestone
stratum occurs below the thin (0,2 foot) granular shale strin-
ger that marks the division between the upper and, lower Buda*
?T
ear the northern boundary only massive limestone llthieally
resembling the upper Bud© occurs#
Trypha-ia .grays one, na and focten roomer! shells ato dis-
persed throughout the Budc formation, but the latter are more
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numerous In the coral!!ferous upper part. One individual of
fudaiceras sp* was found in the thinner, irregular-bedded
lower Buds 5 feet below the massive beds on Brushy Greek,
T©presentatlves of the fauna collected by the writ-
er are i
1-olluaoa
Peleoypoda
: olcrkt (Shattuck) (HT, 10535)
Poeten rocnerl (Hill)
"?j7twoc jj?ms>snhm. (rtanton)
Sxim&M (Cragln)
Cephlapode
'-frtaalaoras sp. fr, 10545)
I chinodor&a
Hnallaster sp. (TO, 10534)
Coelenter&ta
MmsmillM «p.
foodbine Group
Pepper Shale
Adkins and Arick (1050) first described the Pepper shale
on Pepper Creek between Colton and temple, Bell County* Pa-
ter, this location supplied the name and became the type sec-
tion of the Pepper formation (Adkins, 1935)* The exact
correlation of the Pepper shale within the upper ’- oodbine
group is unknown (Adkins and Loso, 1951, p* 116), but it is
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thought to bo a southern extension of some part of the fowls -
vilie formation (or* clt. p* 115).
In Brushy Cree?r Onadrangle, the small area of outcrop of
shale was covered by deep, black, elny-like residual
soil, outwash from the steep slopes of the overlying
group, or terrace gravels. In the extreme northeastern
and southeastern comers of this area the Pepper outcrops on
the clip slope of high (100 font) Ouda cuestas* The only
other outcrop is near the eastern boundary line on the down-
thrown side of fhandler fault.
mhat the lovmv contact is unconforaable and regionally
angular in Williamson County is substantiated by the northward
thinning and absence of the Buds formation* A basal pebble
conglomerate and reworlced zom represents the unconformity at
the type section in 801 l County (Adkins and Ariek, 1950). mhe
upper contact has also been reported to ho unconformahle
(Adkins and Lose, 1951)* (furious changes in slop© and topsoil
mark th® lower contact In Brushy Creek Quadrangle# Obscurity
of higher contacts compelled this writer to combine th® Wood-
bine group, represented by the Pepper shale, and the Bogle
Bard group into one map unit.
Th« r shale consists of dark gray to black, weath-
ering to buff and gray, fissile, gypsiferous shale. The exact
thickness was unobtainable in this area, but -Arrington (1954)
aeaaured 19 foot and 18 feet north of Georgetown, and Ty&laslca
Measured IS feet 2 Miles northeast of Bound Bock. On Babbit
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Hill in the northeastern corner of Brushy Crook Quadrangle
the writer estimates the thickness to slightly exceed 10 feet*
Ho fossils were found in the Pepper shale in this area.
Eagle Ford Group
First described by F earner in 1852 and named by dill in
1887 for the outcrop at Eagle Ford, Dallas County, this group
was divided into three units by Moremen (1927)* The Tarrant,
Britton, and Arcadia Park formations in ascending order were
described at type localities in north Texas* Later, Adkins
and Loro (1951) divided the Bagla Ford grour into two forma-
tions and described type sections near Taco In contra! Texas*
The lower limestones and shales composed the Lake Taco forma-
tion, further subdivided into the Bluebonnet flags, Holes
shale, and Bouldln flags* The upper shale was named the
South Boeque marl by Prather (1902)* loth upper and lower
contacts of the Eagle group are reportedly tmeonformable
in central Texas (Adkins and Lose, 1951)*
Limited outorop areas of both formations occur in the
northeast and southeast corners of Brushy Creek Quadrangle*
■ill© soil is light brown to black with scattered streaks of
white* Cultivation of all but the steepest slopes yields a
good harvest of cotton and com* That part reserved for grass-
ing supports a more profuse overgrowth of msquite than the
Bel nto formation*
retailed descriptions of the Bagla Ford formations ware
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not obtainable because o© rrr-rol, alluvium* or residual soil
cover* The Inch of fossils prohibited correlation with tire
established ssones, hut t! e "51ueb®nnotf and fouldin flags
form slight rldgs* and nr-' opposed in a road cut on the south
side of Babbit Hill in the northeast comer of the area. The
intervening: shales ere obscured* The thickness of regie
*
ord
sediments on Babbit Hill is 41 feet (Measured section f, fig**
ure 14} | approximate ty t*x miles northeast at Tomes fill the
total thickness is S 9 feet (Adkins and Loco, IssD* Tydlasbsa
(1951) described 45 feet in Halm Talley Quadrangle mf did
not report finding the
*
Bluebonnet lags”*
The "Bluebonnet flag* manlier eonsint& or i*f >et of
brownish rod to gray, herd, thsu~hed od *' ,1 * % %T foot),
sandy limestone with stringers ©*“ bentonite and light brown
to white, soft to fissile, 1amlnated shale, Xnocopesr.ia and
OatroE op, occur sparsely in this nenior, The Hole© member
In a light, gre#ni®h«*grs.y to ten, soft to fissile, Indistinct*
Xy bedded shale with bentonitic and sandstone stringers in
the tapper nine feet* The BouXttln flag member is light gray
to tan, hard, thin-bedded (0.0 to 1,0 foot), very arenaceous
limestone with stringers of tan to white, soft, bentonitic
shales *
The south Bosque rwarl In covored in trashy Creek Cuadran*
gle but me described in Sell Tin Quadrangle ns a yellow %xrowi%
•oft, friable, Isninated shale, containing many small sshell
fragments, m« HBaUJiSa, 'ZUwvvt.), Zx&gmsz&m.
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sp., scattered Inooeranus frarllis (Hail and Meak), and shark
teeth (Walls, 1950).
Austin Group
The Austin group was zoned using blostratlgraphlc cri-
teria by Marks (1950) In Jonah Quadrangle* Young and Mark®
(1952) described five Austin Chalk zone® and on© Burdltt
marl zone in Williamson County* The Inocerarms aubquadratua
(Bchldter) son© dieconformably -overlies the Eagle Ford group $
subsequent zones In ascending order are? Inocerarous undula-
toplicatua (Roomer), Texa.ns.tpg ; tntomodoausn (Rena), agrohaM
aaeeUß (Roemer), "xoctth laeyimcula (Roomer), and Ob tree
oenterenala (Stephenson). The latter is a zone In the lower
Burdltt marl and In Travis County underlies the Ostree .travf-
sana (Stephenson) zone described by Stephenson (1957)*
The Inocomma aubcuadratua son© was divided Into sub-
zones on a faunal basis by Arrington (1954)* Only the lower
i* aubquadratua subzone below the Peronlceres sp. aff. west-
phalloum (Sehl&ter) subzon© Is present In Brushy Creek
Quadrangle* A few cultivated acres In the northeastern cor-
ner constitute the Austin Chalk outcrop In this area* The
topsoil is light to dark brown and whit© in some places due
to thinness* The higher elevation accords a more erosive
surface run-off, thus prohibiting the accumulation of a thick
mantle of residual soil*
The part of the Austin Chalk opposed In Bruahy Crook
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Quadrangle consist© of light gray to white, indurated, thin
to m&d ium-hc&ded, nodular, chalky limestone, alternating with
light gray, laminated, calcareous shale* The thickness was
calculated to be 25 feet, of which 22 feat are exposed at
Locality 7 (Measured section 7, Figure 15)* The diversity of
the fauna Is severely restricted In this subzone, hut lnocer~
ftwqq subouadratug occurs in abundance* A thin limestone,
forming a slight ledge 18 feet above Eagle Ford shale at
Locality 7, yielded several individuals of Scaphltes sp* and
one individual of Peroniceras sp* aff* westohallcum (Schidter}*
The following fossils wore collected from Locality 7 by
the writer!
Molinaoft
Peleeypo&a
Inooarsrems guboußdratus (Sehlflter)
Cephalopoda
Sa&Bt&fcflß. sp. {OT, 10547)
iaroninorgs sp. af, woatphollouri (Schlfitor)
(tro, 10548)
Ammonite fragments (OT, 10550)
CENOZOIC SEDIMENTS
Th© Genoaoic deposits In Brushy Crook Quadrangle contain
profuse nobbles and cobbles of Edwards chert# These deposits
were divided Into thro© llthlc units by the writer (Hate 9)*
Th© oldest unit, herein referred to as the rflTvalde" gravel,
occurs on topographic highs, and la underlain by the less re-
sistant of the Cretaceous formations* Th© locations of the
ff
tJvalde
ff
gravel indicate no conformation to th® present drain-
age pattern. Outcrops of th© two younger lithologic units
ar© restricted to the present stream valleys* The highest
terrace occurring along the larger creeks and branches is
built on consolidated gravel and was named
f?
Brushy Creek*
terrace by Tydlaska (1951). The lower terraces are alluvium
and gravel, usually unconsolidated#
"Uvalde" Gravel
The upland gravels, deposited as outwash around the Ed-
wards Plateau, were named by Hill (IB91), The gravels occur
throughout central Texas, and are considered to h© of Pliocene
or early Pleistocene age (Plummer, F* 8,, 1955), The areal
extent and present topographic position belie recent deposi-
tion, but the age has yet to be substantiated by fossil evi
a©nee *
Remnants of "Uvalde" terraces cap the topographic highs
c
oast of the Boleones faults in Brushy Crook Quadrangle* The
highest outcrop occurs at the top of Babbit Hill and overlies
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shale of the Eagle Ford group* A lower terrace caps th© low
hills parallel and cast of Highway 81 (Plate 9)* Th© thin
veneer consists of light bluish-gray to brown and black,
loose pebble© and cobbles of Edwards chert* Although super-
ficially rocky, the ©oil is deep, black, and productive for
cotton, corn, and row feeds*
"Brushy Creek" Terrace and Associated Gravel
Th© highest terrace conforming to the present drainage
.pattern was named the
”
Brushy Creek” terrace by Tydlaska
(1951)* This terrace varies In width up to 0.1 nils and at-
tains thicknesses up to 20 feet. It is present only ©long the
larger creeks and branches and east of the Edwards outcrop.
Typical exposures occur on Brushy Creek south of tho dam at
hound Hock, near Locality 14 on Onion Branch, and at th© inter*
section of Chandler Branch end Chandler Fault. This terrace
is composed of light brown, hard, non-bedded chert pebble con-
glomerate, with an argillaceous, calcareous matrix. The
pebbles arc noticeably smaller than the "Uvalde” chert .pebbles.
Th© soil la thin, light brown and rocky; it is seldom cultivat-
ed*
Younger Stream Gravels and Alluvium
The rounded chert and limestone pebbles and cobbles that
compose the stream gravels illustrate poor sorting* Thin
(2 feet) deposit© of more angular cobbles, cemented by a trav-
ertine matrix, occur west of th© Beleones faults* Fast of the
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Edward® outcrop the thickness of poorly sorted gravel and
clay varies up to the 20 feet exposed in an under-cut bank
near Locality 0, In Chandler Branch near Locality 10, many
reworked Georgetown aid Pel Bio pelecypods arc imbedded in
a shalay matrix, but no Pleistocene fossils were found,
w®§t of the Balcones faults only the small areas of
alluvium deposited on slop© hanks are adaptable to cultiva-
tion. The soil is deep, black, and usually utilised for
truck gardening* last of the Edward® outcrop alluvium de-
posit® retain continuity along the streams. The rich bottom
land is extensively cultivated and productive for cotton and
corn*
STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
REGIONAL
The Llano Uplift* Baloones Fault Zone, and Zultng-Fexta
fault 2on© are the dominant structural .features of central
Texas# Erosion of the thick blanket of Cretaceous cover has
exposed the Llano Uplift in Llano and adjacent counties*
last of the Uplift a gentle homocline, cut by the fal-
conets Fault Zone, dips Oulfward across Williamson County.
The trend of the Balaama Fault tone across central Texas is
paralleled to the east by the Luling-Eexla Fault Zone* The
former Is downthrow** toward the east from southern Williamson
County south; the latter includes faults downthrown toward,
the east and west* Minor faulting occurring between the
Bftloones and Xullng-ifexla Fault Zones (Hartwig, 1052) indi-
cates that the separation of these two aones may result
because intervening argillaceous formations obscure faults
on the outcrop {Young, personal communication).
LOCAL
Paleosolc rocks have steep dips below the subsurface
Wichita Paleoplain In Williamson County, but subsurface
structural Interpretations are at present conjectural due to
lack of data*
The surface structure In Brushy Creek Quadrangle Is
homoclln© gently dipping toward the Gulf of Mexico, and
breached along the strike by the B©leone® faults* Three
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major faults all downthrow** on the southeast side extend in-
to this area, and numerous minor faults occur proximal and
strike slightly oblique to them (Figure 8)♦ The joint system®
and anomalies from the regional dip are also subjugated to
the major faults*
Attitude of Strata
West of the Baleones Fault Zone in Brushy Greek Quadran-
gle the Towards linestone strike® K* 7° W*, and dips at the
rate of 51 feet per mile* These numbers are averages of data
and were derived on a regional basis* Strike and dip meas-
urements obtained proximal to and oast of the fault sons In
Brushy Creek Quadrangle did not contain the degree of consis-
tency necessary for regional consideration* The structural
contour map of this part of the area (Plate 8) shows the
strata are slightly tilted down toward the northeast, due to
faulting*
The presence of a structurally high area rrm first indi-
cated by strike and dip data, and later substantiated by
structural contour® on the top of Georgetown Member C. The
small structurally high area Is Isolated on the downthrow*
side of Three*?'lla -milt, but because of insufficient control
the exact extent of this feature is unknown*
Major Faults
The names of the three major fault® as encountered from
east to west across Brushy Creek Quadrangle (Plate 10) are
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Chandler, Three-Mile, and Onion* Chandler Fault (Tydlaake,
1950) enters the area from the south near Found. Hock strik-
ing M. 40° E* Hear Locality 11 Member A of the Georgetown
formation is faulted against lower E©l Bio clay and the mini-
mum throw is estimated to be 75 feet* Just downstream (100
feet) from the Brushy Creak dam, the upper part of Member A
is faulted against lower Bade and the minimum throw is 150
feet* Chandler Fault crosses the eastern boundary at Chan-
dler Branch striking H* 50° B*, and the estimated throw
placing Georgetown Member B against lower Eagle Ford shale
exceeds 125 feet.
The southern extremity of Three-Mile Fault (Plat© 10)
originates in the vicinity of the Leander-Ced&r Park road
fork near Brushy Creek two miles northwest of Bound Bock*
The fault strikes H* 50° 1* to Chandler Branch* "‘her© High-
way 81 crosses this fault thro® miles north of Bound Hock,
the minimum throw is 50 feet* The name Three-Mile fault was
chosen hv the writer because of the lithologic contrast of
Edwards limestone faulted against shale of Georgetown Member
oat this location* Worth of Chandler Branch the strike
swings to H* 15° E*| at Locality 9 Georgetown Member C is
faulted against upper Edwards limestone, and the minimum throw
is 48 feet* This fault breaches the Buda scarp on Hawkins
Farm near Localities 4 and 6 and the throw is decreased to 20
feet* Three-Mile Fault hinges cut near the summit of Babbit
Hill in the northeastern corner of Brushy Creak Quadrangle*
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The name Onion ,Fault was chosen because the southern,
extremity of this fault wm first perceived in the small
stream-beds at the headwaters of Onion Branch* The fault
extends southward across Dry Brushy and Brushy Creeks, but
the exact localities are covered by gravel* Northward to
Chandler Branch the strike Is H* 52° £* Fdwards limestone
is on both aides of the fault and the amount of throw is un-
known* hear th© Chandler Branch railroad bridge the strike
swings to ??* 15° 8,, and Georgetown Member A Is downthrow
against Edward* limestone* The entrance of Georgetown Member
B Into the fault o*s rail® farther north Indicates that the
throw Increases northward* Ward (1949) estimated the throw
to bo 214 feet at a point one mil© north of the northern
boundary* A detailed study of the Edwards formation must
precede verification of the amount of throw along this fault*
Minor Faults
Th© bedrock of Brushy Crook Quadrangle Is broken by many
minor faults, A minimum of 20 minor faults with displacements
ranging from 6 inches to approximately 50 feet were seen by
the writer (Figure B}* The minor faults were invariably found
proximal to the major fault sones* An average angle of inter-
section between the strikes of major and minor faults approx-
imates 50 degrees, but intersections varying from 5 degrees to
45 degrees occur* With rax*© exceptions in this ares th© acute
angle points in the direction of increasing throw on the major
fault.
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Minor faults in the Comanche Peak formation cross Brushy
Creak near the western boundary. The exact displacement her©
is unknown, but the strike of the faults Is K* 10° ~‘# to West#
Two small, high-angle (57°, 65°}, reverse faults intersect at
this location striking N# 10° W, and ’Vest, and the latter is
offset 2 feet. Several minor faults arc exposed in Onion
Branch 100 yard® north and south of the Highway 79 bridge#
Limited exposures of Georgetown Members A, 3, C, and D occur
at this location (Locality 173#
The east fork of Onion Fault is a minor fault with an
estimated throw of 45 feet where it crosses Highway 81 near
the northern boundary. The upper part of the Bel Bio clay is
Gownthrown on the oast against Georgetown Member P at this
location#
A lateral fault, connecting Three-4*lie Fault and the
east fork of Onion fault, is inferred In the northeast part
of the area. The strike of this fault is estimated to ap-
proximate N* 40° W# # but the exact nature of this lateral
fault is unknown. That the fault exists and has © minimum
throw of 20 feet is proven by the topographic relationship
of outcrops of Bel Bio clay and limestone of Georgetown Mem-
ber B. An outcrop of lower Bel Bio clay is topographically
lower than an adjacent outcrop of the underlying Georgetown
Member E#
Joints
The joint system in Brushy Creek Quadrangle is composed
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of two indistinct sets of tension joints (I'igure B}* The
genetic classification, tension, is substantiated by the re-
lationship between the joint and fault planes. The most
obvious set, herein referred to as the primary joint set,
approximately parallels the strike, K. 30° E., of the major
faults* Less obvious, geometrically classified, oblique
joints constitute the secondary joint set and strike N. 15° W
to N, 60° W* The joints of both sets are vertical.
The age relationship between the joint sets was indeter-
minable, but no essential age difference was apparent. The
feints are usually filled with soil, and no prevalent abutting
was noticed by the writer*
Figure 8.
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ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
The economy of Brushy Creek Quadrangle depends solely
upon soil and water. Other natural resources are limestone
and road material. The area has no oil or gas production,
although a few shallow wells have been drilled with rumored
shows of oil*
Agriculture*— The soil map of Williamson County pub-
lished by the U* s. Soil Conservation Service (1927) shows a
striking degree of parallelism to the bedrock. For this
reason the physical characteristics of the soils are herein
included with the parent rock unit. The thin rocky soils of
the Edwards formation and Member A of the Georgetown forma-
tion are used for grazing. Cattle, sheep, and goat ranching
is the chief Industry in the western part of Brushy Creek
Quadrangle* The major source of revenue is the sale of live-
stock, wool, and mohair* The eastern part of this area is
cultivated land, and depends upon the exportation of cotton,
com, and grain for revenue*
Water.— The average annual rainfall In Williamson County
slightly exceeds SO inches, and the prosperity of this area is
largely dependent upon when and how the precipitation occurs.
Unfortunately, a large percentage of the spring and fall
moisture is lost to rapid surface run-off, and a drought
occurs in the late spring and summer growing season, The
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innovation of terrace and pond construction, and contour
plowing partially controls land deterioration and increases
the yield per acre.
Humorous seep® and springs issue fron porous strata in
the Edwards formation in the western part of the area, and
sands of the Travis Peak formation are good subsurface arte-
sian aquifers. Three separate artesian water horizons in
the Travis Peak formation ars reportedly encountered at
depths from 1200 to 1400 feet in the eastern part of the area,
and potable water Is obtained from the Rdv/ards limestone at
depths ranging up to SCO feet* The hydrostatic head raises
Edwards water to approximately 175 feet below the Bud© at
Hawkins .Farm (Locality 4)* Shallow wells depending on vadose
and phreatic water are unreliable in the dry summer months
unless they extend down into thick stream gravel.
Limestone.-- Three quarries are in operation in the
vicinity of Round Bock at the time of this writing* Relative-
ly pure calcium carbonate is quarried from the lower part of
the upper belt of the Edwards limestone on Lake Greek, approx-
imately one mile southwest of Round Hock, and one mile west of
Round Hock on Brushy Creek* Limestone and dolomite are quar-
ried from the lower belt of the Edwards limestone, four miles
west of Round Rock on Brushy Creek. Superior Stone Products,
Inc., operates the quarries on Brushy Creek, At present,
crushed limestone is exported for use in smelting tin, and
pulverised limestone and dolomite are marie®ted as ingredients
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for livestock feed and fertilisers* The quarry on Lake Creek
is operated by Round Lock White Lima Company* The major pro-
duct of their kiln is quicklime* Rdwarda limestone is used
locally as building stone*
Road Materiel.— Two physical properties are necessary
for good road material, a resistant body and a binding or
consolidating component* Three suitable types of road materi-
al are available in Brushy Creek Quadrangle in commercial
quantities* Stream gravel containing a binding calcareous
clay content is available on Brushy Creek at Found Hock, and
on Chandler branch near localities 9 and 10* Oryphaea shells
in a calcareous clay are also available at Locality 9, and
along Highway 81, o*s mile south and 1,2 miles north of Three
Mile Fault* Crushed limestone, too small for the Round Rock
White Lime Company kilns, la currently being used as road
ballast between Taylor and Coupland in Williamson County*
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CONCLUSIONS
Prior to the completion of the research, numerous inter-
pretations pertaining to the stratigraphy and structure in
Brushy Creek Quadrangle were indicated by the accumulating
data* The interpretations, reaffirmed by additional investi-
gation, enabled tho writer to derive certain conclusions
concerning this area. The data herein submitted substantiates
the conclusions enumerated belows
Stratigraphic
a* The Edwards limestone contains ©t least three distinctly
different lithologic units in this area*
h* The Tdwards limestone directly and unconformably underlies
strata of the
tJ KI amichi'
5
and Georgetown formations# The
local discordance is rery small, and the upper Edwards beds
are locally truncated at a low angle as the result of or©-
and pre-Georgetown erosion*
o* The isolated *&iai!iiahl
n
exposures in Brumby and Take Creeks
at Bound Fock are remnants oreserred in pre-Georgetown
topographic lows* The lithology of the "Klamiehi*
1 does
not indicate that the absence of this formation in nearby
exposures is due to. lack of deposition, but the result of
pre-Oeorgetown erosion*
d* Beferent to the members of the Georgetown formation, the
previous use of guide fossils is reaffirmed.
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e, Georgetown Member A thins slightly toward the south, and
the limestone content of Member B increases northward in
Gilliamson County,
x% An epi bole of Herniaster (Macraster) eleigans (Shumard)
persists in the upper five feet of Georgetown Member B,
and Leonltea n« sp* 2 and L* n, sp, 5 are additional
guide fossils for this unit.
g, The uppermost five feet of Georgetown Member E Is a zom
of interfingering transition into the E©l Bio clay.
h. The thick section of clay underlying the Bade limestone
in central Texas is more appropriately labeled Pal Rio
than r; Grayson
f?
•
1, The Buds limestone thins toward the north. The massive
upper Bids limestone beds thin at a loss marked rate than
the lower Bud® nodular limestone beds which are absent in
the northern part of Brushy Creek Quadrangle, Either an
latinformational unconformity occurs within tha 'teda
limestone or the upper part of the Eel Klo clay Is later-
ally equivalent to the missing beds of lower .Bid® lime-
stone.
Structural
a* The Baleones Fault Feme trends H, 50° K* serosa Brushy
Creek Quadrangle, and the faults strike parallel to the
zone* This la not true In Berry Crook Quadrangle to the
north {Arrington, 1954), South of Austin the major faults
strike about 30° east of the trend of the zone. The
parallelism of fault strike and fault zom trend in Brushy
Creek Quadrangle apparently .results from a owing in the
trend of the fault none to the west toward Austin and from
a convergence of the major faults toward Austin (Young,
personal communication)• The faulting resulted from a
southeast-northwest tensional force*
b* The Joint system is also the result of a southeast-
northwest tensions! force, thus the jointing occurred
simultaneously with the faulting. That the trends of the
individual faults, the fault rone, and the primary joint
set are the same, H. 50° r\, support this ago relationship*
c*
mh® highest stratigraphic unit breached by Balooneg faults
in this area Is the lower Tnoceramus suheuadratug (Teh litter)
subsone of the Austin chalk* The age of the faulting is
therefore post-Conlaclan and pre-Pleistoeene• The abrupt
Influx of reworked Cretaceous fossils in the Moulton sand-
stone Indicates that the major cart of the Balcones fault-
ing began In the Flocone T'poeh*
d* A small structural high occurs in the east central part
of Brushy Creek Quadrangle* This small structural feature
was isolated against the upthrown side of Three-?-'lie Fault
by fault drag* The small inconsistencies of strike and
dip are the result adjustment of the strata during
faulting*
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LOCALITIES
Specific localities, referred to herein by number, were
used to facilitate areal orientation* The localities are
plotted on Plate 10 and listed below:
Number Location
1 Locality 1 Is in the bed of Brushy Creek, near
the southwestern corner of the area, o*7 mile
east of the stream fork* Comanche Peak fossils,
minor faulting, and the Comanche Peak-Bdwards
contact occur at this locality* Section 1A was
measured on the south bank of Brushy Creek,
2 Upper Edwards, "Kiami chi'*, Member A and lower
Member 8 of the Georgetown formation outcrop on
the south bank of Brushy Creek 100 yards upstream
from the Highway 81 bridge at Hound Book, Section
2 was measured here#
S Almost a complete section of the Georgetown forma-
tion is exposed east of Highway 81 (0,6 mile),
north of Brushy Creek Bridge at Hound Hock (2,4
miles), and northeast of Chandler Branch (0,1 mile),
Members B, 0, B, and 1 of the Georgetown are ex-
posed in a narrow ditch on E, T, Flewellen Farm,
Section 3 was pleasured here.
4 Abundant fossils were collected from the Del Rio
clay east of Highway 81 (0,9 mile), near the north-
eastern corner of Brushy Creek Quadrangle, on
Hawkins Farm. Pyritic mioromorphs occur here.
Section 4 was measured here and section 58 was
measured nearby on the Buda scarp*
5 Locality 5 is along the ©astern boundary of the
area between Highway 79 and Brushy Creek, ‘The
upper part of the Buda is exposed along a ditch on
Stark Pana* Section 5A was measured here, A
better but less accessible outcrop of Buds occurs
on Brushy Creek o*2 mile upstream from this local-
ity.
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LocationHunbar
6 Hear the northeastern corner, along th© gravel
road bearing north across Babbit Hill, upper
Buds, Pepper soil, Bluebonnet flags, and limited
Eagle Ford shales are exposed In the road ditch.
Section 6 was measured here,
7 A good fossil collecting locality in the lower
part of the Austin chalk occurs in the extreme
northeastern corner of this area on Lawson Farm*
The sloping hillside on the west of a small draw
north of the highest tank exposes lower Austin
Chalk. Upper Eagle Ford shale is exposed in the
lower tank, but the .contact is obscured by resid-
ual soil* Section 7 was measured her© and num-
erous Scaohitea were collected.
8 Locality 8 is in a small branch 0,8 mile east of
Highway 81, The branch roughly parallels Three-
Mile Fault and Is an eastern fork of Chandler
Branch * The upper part of Member L contains shale
bods, Kxogyra arletlna. and contacts the Lei Bio
formation at this location.
9 An abandoned road material pit on Dedear Panch 0.3
mile east of Highway 81, on the same branch as
locality 8 but 6.7 rail® downstream, offers excel-
lent fossil collecting from Members S, 0, and D of
the Georgetown formation. A*
*
nor fault crosses
the branch her®, and o*3 mile downstream thick
recent gravel is exposed in an undercut streambank.
10 A tank at McAdams Farm, on the south bank of Chan-
dler Branch, near the eastern boundary yielded
several ammonites* Freshly exposed rocks of Mem-
bers B and C of the Georgetown formation occur In
the tank* Member T outorope on the low hill to
the southwest, and along the east-west road con-
solidated ”Brushy Creek’* terrace is exposed.
11 Locality 11 is along Lake Creek in southern Hound
Book, stream bed under the railroad bridge
is Ldwarda limestone, the north bank is "Klamiehi*
and Member r of the Georgetown formation. A minor
fault occurs in the latter in a small branch feed-
ing into Lake Creek from the south*
12 Quigley quarry is between Leaadar road, and brushy
Creek 3*5 miles west of Pound Book. The dolomite
quarried from this locality occurs in the upper
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Lumber Location
part of the lower belt of the dw&rda formation*
The dip of the strata in this locality indicates
proximal faults*
13 A quarry is located across Leander road from
Superior Stone Products, Inc., and 1.5 miles up
Brushy Creek from Round Hock. The limestone
quarried here contains several bands of nodular
black chert, and is in the middle and upper belts
of Rdwards limestone.
14 The ”Kiamichl !! formation outcrop® on the north
bank of Onion Creek 0.1 mile downstream from the
railroad bridge and 0.6 mile west of Highway 81.
Humorous specimens of Qxvtropicloceras were found
along Onion Creek at this ’ locality.
15 Locality 15 is 0.5 mil© west of Hound Hock between
the south bank of Brushy Creek and Farm Road 620*
Hole ctypua olanatus was found in abundance on the
floor of the old quarry at this locality.
16 Locality 16 is I*o mile west of Hound Hock between
Farm Hoad 620 and Brushy Creek# The top of the
hill is an outlier of Georgetown limestone; the
steep-sided creek bank is the upper belt of the
Rdwards limestone* Section 1C was measured here.
17 Numerous minor faults and parts of Georgetown
Members A, 3, C, and D are exposed in Onion Branch,
0.6 mile east of the Highway 79 end Highway 61
Intersection north of Round Hook# Good exposures
occur within 100 yards north and south of the
Highway 79 bridge*
APPENDIX II
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MEASURED SECTIONS lA, 18, AND 1C
!TAr*Trr r.cricx ia
Locations feets.on If was measured on the south bank of
Brushy Creek o*7 mil© east of the stream fork
near the southwest comer of Brushy Creek
Quadrangle (Locality 1, Plate 10).
Edwards lineston©
Bed Description Thickness
(feet)
6 Sam© as bad 4* 2*B
3 Same as bed. 5* 2*l
4 Limestone, whit© to light brownish-
gray* weathers dark gray* hard,
siMliw, nicrocryeto!line, pyritie,
honeycombed, contains pyritie gas-
tropods « 2*7
3 Limestone, white to light gray, hard,
usedium-bedded, nodular, miorocrystal-
-11u©* 2*2
2 Limestone, light brown! sh-gray, hard,
dense, massive, macrocrystalline,
honeycombed when exposed on surface* 2*5
Total Tdwards measured 15*0
Cowanch© Peak limestone
1 Linoston©, white to light tan and gray,
weathers dark gray, hard, medium-bedded,
nodular, conchoids! fracture, contains
largo gastropods and -trotocerdia
tMmm* s#o
Total lonmnche Peak measured s*o
Total soct?.on measured 18*0
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IfKAStfBKP SECTION IB
Locations This section was measured at the Superior Stone
Products, Inc* quarry, 5*5 miles west of Pound
Bock between Leander Hoad and Dry Brushy Creek
{locality 12, Plate 10)*
Edwards limestone
Bed Description Thickness
< feet)
5 Dolomite, light grey, medium hard,
massive, porous, contains leached
?ouca3ia. 1,7
7 Chert, light brown with gray and whit©
bands, almost a continuous bed between
bedding planes of the dolomite# o*l
6 Dolomite, light gray, medium hard,
friable, massive, porous, contain®
leached Toucasta* 4,1
6 Marl, yellow brown, soft, indistlnc-
t ive ly-bedded * 0,3
4 Dolomite, light gray to light brown,
medium hard, massive, argillaceous,
thin layers of dark gray banded chert
nodules occur o*6 foot from the top and
0,5 foot from the base of this bed* 3*6
3 Dolomite, light gray, indurated, fri-
able, massive, argillaceous, very
porous, contains abundant Toucasla, 4*o
2 Chert, dark gray and white mottled
chert nodules* o*l
1 Dolomite, light gray, indurated,
friable, massive, porous# 3*o
Total Edwards measured 16*9
< l-.wj».**wii!iMw,*i^ l Mw»iam; mmmmb
Total section measured 16*9
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IXASURU) SKGTX Oil 1C
Locations This section was measured between Brushy Creek
and, Farm Hoad 820 cm© mile west of Bound Book
(locality 16, Fl,ate 10)*
Georg© tow lineatone
Bed Description Thickness
(feet)
IB Limestone, light grey to whit©, hard,,
medium*bedded, nodular, contains
firyphaee sp* The overlying float con-
tains scarce fragments of Qxytropi-
dooeras and numerous Morton!earas* s*o
Total Cleorgotown measured s*o
Fdwards limestone
Bed Description Thickness
(feet)
17 Covered, lower part probably same
as 16, 6*3
16 Limestone, white to light gray, hard,
massive, Toucaeia bios trasses* 4.0
15 Covered, sane of the Toueasls bio-
stromal detribal may not befloat
frm 16, s*B
14 Limestone, whit© to light gray, hard,
massive, contains Toucasl© ap* I*3
15 Covered* 7*B
12 Limestone, light greenish white, hard,
medium-beaded • 2# 0
11 Limestone, light greenish white, hard,
thin-bedded* 2*o
10 Limestone, light gray to white, hard,
massive* 7*6
9 Limestone, light greenish white, medi-
um hard, massive, contains mlliolids* I*7
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Bed rescript ion ’Thickness
(feet)
8 Linostone, white, weathers dark grey,
herd, irregularly-lidded, contains
millolids* B*4
7 Limestone, light cream to white, weath-
ers dark gray, hard, thin irre *ulerly-
bedded, a herlson of black chert nodules
o*2 foot thick occurs I*o foot from the
base• 6*S
6 Limestone, light brown, medium hard,
massive, argillaceous• I*l
5 Limestone, light brown, medium hard,
massive, contains small crystals of
calcite. 3*o
4 Limestone, white, weathers to dark gray,
hard, thin irregularly-bedded * I*o
5 Limestone, white with greenish streaks,
medium hard, medium-bedded, granular
calcite. o*B
2 Shale, light gray, slightly indurated,
fissile, friable, laminated* o*2
1 Limestone, light greenish gray, hard,
massive, contains abundance of micro-
fossils* 4*o
Total Mw&rds measured 57.0
Total section measured 80*0
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MEASURED SECTION 2
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MEASURED SECTION 2
Locations Section 2 Is exposed on Brushy Creek at Hound
Hock, 100 yards upstream from the Highway 81
bridge (Locality 2, Plate 10).
Georgetown limestone
Member B
Red Description Thickness
( feet)
26 Shale, light grey weathering to tan,
soft, laminated, calcareous, contains
Pecton, Trironip, and Klrtgena wjyso-
engla ♦ 4*9
25 Limestone, light tan to white, slight-
ly Indurated, thin-bedded, nodular,
inter-bedded with shale, light gray to
tan, soft, laminated, calcareous, con-
tains Tixogyra walker!* 2*4
24 Limestone, light tan to white, indu-
rated, modinn-bedded, nodular, marly,
contains Kingena wocoensia* I*B
Total Member 8 measured 9*l
Member A
23 Limestone, light gray, hard, massire,
nodular, contains I ortoniceras sp* 3*o
22 Marl, light gray to tan, soft, fissile,
slightly arenaceous* , o*s
21 Limestone, light grey, hard, massire,
nodular* 4*2
20 Limestone, light gray, hard, medium-
bedded, nodular* 3*7
19 Shale, light gray, fissile, friable,
arenaceous, calcareous * o*s
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'.Red Description thickness
( feet)
18 Dimestone, light gray, herd, medium*
bedded, nodular, contains Qryphaea
washltaensla« s*l
17 Shale, light gray to tan, fissile,
friable, slightly arenaceous, cal-*
careens* o*4
16 Limestone, light gray, hard., massive,
contains ltUotoMite,g ana
■abundant Orynhaea wash!taenole * 5*9
15 Marl, light to tan, fissile,
friable, slightly arenaceous* o*3
14 Limestone, light gray, hard, massive,
contains abundant Qyrphaea wshita-
ensia..
"
1.7
Total Member A measured 23*3
Total Georgetown measured 59*4
“Kiamiohi” limestone
15 Limestone, light gray, hard, massive,
marly, nodular, contains Oryphono
sp*# imszm sp.» oiks oszSsiilassas.
MUS3S2I« I*B
12 Limestone, light brown to gray, hard,
indiatinotlvely*bedded, marly, con*
tains Oaytropldocerag be liens pi. 0# cf*
suoanl*" and small Inclusions of bed 11
near base* s*l
Total ami chi 11 measured 4*5
Edwards limestone
11 Limestone, white, hard, massive, sub*
lithographic, few Toi.toa.sias near
upper contact, bore Holes filled with
lied 12
• 1. *4
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Bed Description Thickness
{feet)
ID Limestone, white, hard, indistinc-
tlvely-bedded, aaprlnld and rudiatld
blostrome* 2*B
9 Shale, light gray, sort, friable,
very thin-bedded, arenaceous, cal-
careous. 0,3
8 Limestone, light gray to white, hard,
raedlust-bedded, contains Tone as Iff and
atringers of calcareous shale* 1.9
7 Shale, light gray, soft, friable,
very thin-bedded, slightly arenaceous,
calcareous. o*9
8 Limestone, light gray to white, medi-
um hard, thin-bedded, contains
mlliolids* o*4
5 Limestone, 1 rixh greenish gray, hard,■
massive, sublithographlc. I*7
4 Shale, light gray, soft, friable,
laminated, calcareous* o*s
5 Limestone, light .gray, hard, massive,
sublithographlc• o*9
2 Limestone, light gray to whit®, hard,
medium-bedded, c outsins fosall
detrital* . I*B
1 Limestone, light gray to white, hard,
massive* I*7
Total Kdwarde measured 14*8
Total section measured 51*5
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MEASURED SECTION 3
76
’FT ASIJBTS) SECT! OF 3
Location: Section
"
was measured alon r a narrow <2ltch on
B* T* Flew©lien Farm 2*4 miles north of Bound
Bock, o*o mile cast of Highway HI, and o*l nils
northeast of Chandler Branch (Locality 5,
Plate 10),
Bel Bio clay
Bed Description Thickness
(feet)
11 Clay, light greenish-gray, soft,
plastic, laminated, contains
Bxogyra arlefina* I*l
Total Bel Bio measured 1.1
Georgetown limestone
Member E
10 - Limestone, white to light gray,
weathers white and angular, hard,
conchoids! fracture, nodular, inter-
bedded with shale, light tan to
white, laminated, calcareous, con-
tains Z.”MZ£E SXZSM.W ®n«s Xjnttew*
waooens Is* 4*B
9 Covered* 14*0
8 Limestone, light gray, weathers tan
to orange-brown, hard, thick-bedded,
nodular, pyritlc in lower part, up-
per pert covered, contains abundant
Kings na mopens is* Mortonlceraa n*
sp* 4 found In lower 6 feet at near-
by Locality 10* 2*l
Total Member B measured 20*9
Mambar D
7 Limestone, white to light gray, thick
to thin-bedded, nodular, indurated,
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Bed Description Thickness
(feet)
interhedded with shale, light gray
to tan and white, soft, laminated,
calcareous, contains '"’■rvnhaoa
vWßhltaonala. BmSM. mQMMItI,
and one Fortoniceras n. sp. 3 in
shale 4 feet above base* 10#1
Total Member T> manured 10.1
Member C
© lolcirudite, light gray to white,
hard to crumbly, indistinctly-
bedded, marly, profuse Or?rphaea
washltaensis. 4,9
Total Member C measured 4*9
Member 3
5 Limestone, white to light gray, in-
durated, medium to thin-bedded,
nodular, contains profuse Kinszem
vmooensia. Interhedded with shale,
light gray to tan, soft, laminated,
calcareous, 3,8
4 Same as bed 2* I*l
3 Shale, light grey to tan, soft, lam-
inated, fosslliferoua, calcareous,
contains Mxpgym mlksrl. 2*9
2 Limestone, light gray to white, in-
durated, medium-bedded, nodular,
contains Kln/rena wacoenais and
Essssm mUsrA- 2.2
1 Shale, light gray to white and tan,
soft, laminated, calcareous, inter-
bedded with limestone, white to tan,
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Bea Description Thickness
(foot)
Indurated, thin-bodde&, nodular,
fosaillforous* 2*3
Total Member 3 measured 12*3 •
Total Georgetown measured 48*2
Total section measured 49*3
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MEASURED SECTION 4
Location: Lection 4 was mecuurod on BowLlns o*9 mile
east of Highway 81 near the northeastern corner
of Brushy Creek Luadrsngle (Locality 4, ?tate ID)*
"Buda line a tone
Bed ’Description, 'Thickness
(feet)
8 Line stone
, light yellow brown, hard,
masaire
# honeycombed, l*7
Total Bnda measured I*7
Del Dio clay
7 Clay, light greenish-gray to tan, soft,
plastic* laminated, pyritic, contains
!2£2Jiaaa szszzsmm ana aj-utlm.
Interbedded with stringers or sandstone,
light brown, Indurated, thin-bedded,
pyrltlc* 10*0
0 Clay, light greenish-gray, soft, plas-
tic, laminated, pyrltlc, gypsiferous,
contains Dryohaoa graysonana* profuse
Lxogyro ariettna. pyrltlc mlcronorpha
oi Im£42HSa .W>aaHBflato> matropo&a,
and s?* 7.0
5 Clay, light greenish-grey, soft, plas-
tic, laminated, gypsiferous, contains
abundant Ssogaa asiailsa* Imfrasa
urauaonana, and selenite crystals. 10*0
4 Calclrudits, light gray to white, in-
durated, indistinct Imbedded, contains
profuse 0.9
5 Clay, light greenish-grey, soft, plas-
tic,. laminated, gypsiferous, contains
profuse 1,x0.-:jre arletlna and scattered
pyriiic aloronoraha of Turrlillea
MmmmlA in the upper part.™ 12.6
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81
Bed Description Thickness
(feet)
2 Colored* hitok to drrk greenish-grey
pleatic soil* 30*0
Total Tel Rio noasored 70,4
co orr©t own Xian©s tone
Member F
! Linestone, light gray to white, herd,
medium-*bedded, nodular, contains
Finr-ene rtooengtg end arletlna, o*9
Total Member F measured 0,9
Total section measured 73*0
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MEASURED SECTIONS 5A a 5B
MLAC-fTP LhOTIOIi 5A
Location: Section 5A was measured between Brushy Creek end
Highway 79 along a ditch 100 yards from the wes-
tern boundary (Locality 5, Plate 10).
buda linestone
Bed Ascription Thickness
(feet)
9 Limestone, light yellow bromi, hard,
massive, slightly glauconitic, con-
tains ©ohinold spinas, colonial
corals, and Pegtgj £SSgaEI. 5,9
B Limestone, light yellow brown, hard,
massive, crystalline, slightly glau-
conitic, honey-combed, contains
oolites. 2*5
7 Limestone, tan with red streak®, hard,
massive, glauconitic, slightly honey-
combed* 2*6
Q
6 Shale, tan, soft, thin-bedded, aren-
aceoua* o*2 »
5 Limestone, tan with red streaks, mas- $ /
slve, slightly glauconitic, contains J /
leached large fossil imprints * 6*o (Q /
4 Shale, light brown to white, soft, /
laminated, fissile, friable, \9/
arenaceous, granular* o*s
5 Limestone, whit© to light yellow
brown, popper speckled, medium hard,
thin-bedded, fossil detrltal* 2*l
2 Limestone, light yellow brown, hard,
thick-bedded, nodular, slightly
glauconitic. 3*6
1 Limestone, light tan, hard, thick-
bedded, nodular, slightly glau-
conitic* 3*9
Total Buda measured 26*9
Total section .measured 26*9
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MEASURED SECTION 6
84
rcAS'rr.::!, r.crriof o
Locations Section 6 was measured along the gravel road that
crosses Rabbit Hill near the northeastern corner
of Brushy Creek Quadrangle (Locality 5, Plate 10)#
agio Ford shale
'.Bed rescript ion Thickness
(feet)
7 Shale, light yellow brown to dark
gray, soft, fissile, laminated,
covered)* 16*0
6 Limestone, light greenish gray to
tan, hard, medium and thin-bedded,
weathers into flags, contains fossil
wood, (covered)* 6*o
5 Shale, light brown to gray, soft,
fissile, laminated, contains a few
thin stringers of sandy limestone
0 foet from the base, {covered 5 * 12#0
4 Limestone, light .greenish gray to
light brown, hard, thin-bedded,
flaggy, very aretmoeoue, contains
centonite stringers, and rarely
Tnoceraiman sp* and
; htroa sp* 4*6
5 Shale, light brown, soft, .fissile,
plastic when wet, laminated* I*6
Total Eagle Ford measured 40*2
Pepper shale
2 Shale, light brown to dark grey,
soft, plastic when wet, laminated,
gypslferous, (covered) * 10* 0
Total Pepper measured 10*0
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3u£a limestone
ied Description Thickness
(feet)
1 limestone, light brown to tan, hard,
massive, glauconitic, fossiliferous,
honey*- combed • 4, 9
Total 3uda measured 4*9
Total section measured 55*1
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MEASURED SECTION 7
88
MEASURED SECTION 7
Location: '■'or 1*
4
on ”* in -recced an Lane on >r tr the
extreme northeastern corner of imshy Creek
Quadrangle -Tonality 7, Ttnto If'*
Austin chalk
led Oescripticm Thiolmeas
(feet)
Same m 7, *rith com s'mXX folds or
undulations* I*l
? Limestone, light gray to white, soft,
thirKbeddod, chalky, contains
‘noeeyartug srfxr^adrnt^a« 6*5
6 Ltri.estone, lights gray, medium hnsd,
rmdiTrn-bedded, nodular, challty, eon-
2si2£J9tt op,, lassaggam gaSma&aSaa.* **
r>
5 Limestone, light gray to light tan,
soft, thin-Leaded, chalky, contains
numerous T suhcnadratug » I*o
4 LI nostone, light tan to white, weethere
gray, fchin~bmtded with three medium-’
bedded slight lodges, marcaalte spher-
ulea, chalky• s*B
5 Harl, gray, soft, friable, laminated* o*6
0 Limestone, light gray to white, medium
hard, thin~bodc!ad, chalky, contains
shell .fragment e * s*o
fetal Austin measured 21*7
Fagle Ford shale
1 Shale, gray to light yellow hro-m,
soft, fissile, caliche nodules* 7*o
fatal Fogle ford shale neaamred 7*o
Octal section measured 28*7
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MEASURED SECTION 8
90
;irh.-b>n*x skCTiob a
Locations faction -3 was measured at the railroad bridge
over Lake Crook In Bound Hock {Locality 11*
Plato 10}*
-oorgeto ifn 1lxaeatone
Member A
Bed Description Thickness
(root)
0 Limestone. light gray to tan* hard*
medium-bedded* nodular* S*S
8 Limestone* light gray to tan* hard*
medium**bedded* nodular* contains
irvphaea waahltaonais and one indi-
vidual o:: XobCa erapsp * was found
4#B foot ahovcTtho base of the
dsorgetown* 5*4
7 Limestone* light grey to ten, hard*
massive* nodular* contains numerous
Jaslm 3pkUaia&£&* and o® indi-
vidual of
T
a. a?.
2 i?) (UT, 10544} wa3 round at the
top of this bed* B*2
Total Member A measured B*l
Total Georgetown measured B*l
w
IClemlchi * lines tone
8 Shale, light gray to tan* slightly
indurated* friable, very thin-bedded*
arenaceous* calcareous* foasillfcrous*
contains flryohaoa sp* o*s
5 Limestone* light gray to tan* hard*
thick-bedded* nodular* arenaceous,
pyrltie* contains frrehaea sp*, one
3?. *'-• Mliassl
collected from the base of this
bed * I*2
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ied Description Thickness
(feet)
4 Linestone, light gray to tan, hard,
nod lira to thin-bedded, nodular,
arenaceous, pyritio, contains num-
erous Oryohaea sp* and Pectop sp*,
one Individual of "EoyorylnqulorT;"
n* op* 1 (Plate 1) collected I*9
feet over Edwards limestone, inprint
®f ap* (fine-ribbed)
o*s root over Edwards, s*B
Total w?Claaichi
n measured 5*5
Edwards limestone
5 Linostone, white to light tan and gray,
hard, nicrocrystolline, scattered
2 Shale, light gray to tan, slightly in-
durated, very thin-bedded, friable,
fissile, argillaceous* o*s
1 Linestone, white, hard, massive,
rudistid and caprinid blostroue, 2.0
Total Edwards measured 2*7
Total section measured 18,1
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Lxpl&n&tton of Plate 1
Figure 1, sp., X 5/4, Member A of the Georgetown
limestone, Lake Crock at railroad bridge in Pound
nock. Measured section 8, bed 8, Locality 11*
(FT, 10529).
Figure 2,
r .om rvlnauleria" n* sp* 1 (this paper), X 5/4,
la :iahl M limestone. M easured section 8, bed 4,
Locality 11* (FT# 10530).
Figure 3, "nwonocoraa ap., 1 1, Comanche Peak linestone,
300 paces downstream from the Junction of the Work
and Middle San Gabriel Rivers northwest of George-
town. (OT, 10527}.
I
Plate 1.
Explanation of Plate 2
Figure 1, nortonloeraa n* sp* 1 (Arrington) aff . trlnodosum
(B6se), X 1/2, ember Bof the Georgetown line-
stone. One mile northwest of Highway 81 and
Highway 195 junction in Berry Creek Quadrangle*
(m
$
10107)*
Figure 3, ."ortonlcoras n. s;, 2 (Arrington) aff, trlnodosun
(BBse )
#
X l/2, Member 3 of the Georgetown lime-
stone, Ferry Creek 0,4 mile west of Highway 81
and Highway 195 junction in Berry Creek Quadrangle.
(m, 10103).
Plate 2.
Explanation of Plate 5
Figure 1, Hortonlcoraa n* sp* 5 (Arrington), Juvenile, f 1,
approximately 2 feet above the base of Member D
of the Georgetown limestone, on Highway 81, 2*7
miles north of Found Bock. (U7, 10526),
Figure 2,
?>
orton!oergis n* sp, 3 (Arrington), X 3/4, "ember
r of the oeorg®tO7! n limestone* Measured section
3, bed 7, Locality 3. (TFT, 10528).
Figure 5, Forteiricams n* sp* 4 (Arrington} # juvenile, Xl,
cf. Froh'jgterocorss. Member Hof Georgetown line*
stone, I*l fslles north of Highway 81 and Highway
195 junction In "erry Creek Quadrangle, (TJT, 10105)*
Plate 3
lon of Flats 4
Figure 1, Mortonlcerae n, sp, 4 (Arrington), X 1, approx-
imately 3 foot above the base of Bomber T of
the Georgetown limestone, Locality 10*
(UT, 10522)*
Figures 2f3 # Fortonicoraa n. sp. 4 (Arrington), X 1, '-'ember
r of the Georgetown lime 3tone, 1,1 rallea north
of Highway 31 and. Highway 193 junction in
Berry Crook Quadrangle, (UT, 10121),
Plate 4
Explanation of Plate 5
Figure 1* Leonltpa n. op. I (Arrington ) # Xl, 6 feat below
the top of Member 3 of the Georgetown limestone*
Locality 10* (IT, 10520).
Plate 5
Explanation of Piste 6
Plyure 1, Leonltec n* sp. 2 (this paper), >- 1, 6 feet beloi*
the top of T-ember of the leorgetown limestone*
locality 9 # (TfP, 1D525) •
Plate 6.
Explanation of Plato 7
Figure 1, Leonltea n. sp. 3 (this paper), X 1, 7 fast below
the top of Member 3 of the Georgetown limestone.
Locality 10. (OT, 10521).
Plate 7.



FOSSIL LIST
Atchison Thesis
10491 Oxytropidoceras cf. bravoense (BBse)
Comanche Peak Formation, 20 feet below the Edwards,
300 yards downstream from the junction of the north
and middle forks of the San Gabriel River, northwest
of Georgetown. (Atchison Thesis).
10492 Enyonoceras sp. Same as 10491.
10493 Enyonoceras sp. Same as 10491.
10494 Enallaster sp. Same as 10491.
10495 Eetenyonoceras aff. hilli (Bohm)
Walnut formation, Gryphaoa reef at the first cross-
ing of North San Gabriel road and North San Gabriel
River northwest of Georgetown. (Atchison Thesis).
10496 Exoyyra texana (Roemer). Same as 10495.
10497 G-rynhaea mucronata (Gabb), Same as 10495,
10498 Metenyonoceras aff. hilli (Bohm). Same as 10495.
10499 Enallaster sp. Same as 10495.
10500 Holectypus planatus (Roemer)
Edwards formation, abandoned quarry l/2 mile east of
Round Rock on Brushy Creek. (Locality 15, Atchison
Thesis).
10501 Enallaster sp. Same as 10500.
10502 Holectypus planatus (Roemer), Same as 10500.
10503 Enallaster sp.
TlKiamichi” formation, north bank of Lake Creek under
the railroad bridge in Round Rock. (Locality 11,
Atchison Thesis),
10504 Exoa cf. texana (Roemer)
formation, 40 paces upstream from the U.S.
Highway 81 bridge over Brushy Creek at Round Rock,
(Near Locality 2, Atchison Thesis).
10505 Oxytropldoceras belknapi (Marcou)
7rKLamichi :r formation, 100 paces downstream from the
IT.S, Highway 81 bridge over Brushy Greek at Round
Rock. Prom under side of a ledge, (Near Locality 2
Atchison Thesis).
10506 Oxytropldoceras belknapi (Marcou)
amichi tr formation, l7s mile downstream from RR
bridge, and l/4 mile upstream from the Old Round Rock
road crossing of Onion Creek. (Locality 14, Atchison
Thesis)*
10507 Oxytropldoceras cf. supanl (Lasswitz). Same as 10506*
10508 Desmoceras brazoense (Shumard)
Georgetown formation Member A, l/4 mile downstream
from the IT.S. Highway 81 bridge over the South San
Gabriel River in Georgetown. (Atchison Thesis).
10509 Idiohamites fremonti (Marcou)
Georgetown formation Member A, 6 feet above
ttKiamichi w
in same location as 10505, (Atchison Thesis).
10510 Mortoniceras sp. 2 specimens.
Georgetown, formation Member A, Railroad cut across the
McNeil road from the Lime Company southwest of Round
Rock about l/2 mile, (Atchison Thesis).
10511 Idioham.ites fremonti (Marcou)
Georgetown formation Member A, 60 paces east of the
railroad and 100 paces up the small branch joining Lake
Greek in Round Rock. Imprints of 16 ammonites were
seen in this small area of outcrop. (Atchison Thesis).
10512 Mortonloeras n* sp. 2 (Arrington) aff. trinodosus (Bbse).
Georgetown formation Member A. Same as 10510.
(Atchison Thesis),
1053.3 Mortonloeras n. so. 1 (Arrington) aff, trinodosus (B8se).
Georgetown formation Member A, B feet above 10508 at
same location* (Atchison Thesis)*
10514 Mortoniceras n. sp. aff. trinodosus (Bftse).
Georgetown formation Member A, San Gabriel River about
1 mile downstream from the railroad bridge east of
Georgetown* Bell Gin Quad* mapped by Billy Walls.
10515 Leonltes n, sp. 1 (Arrington) juvenile
Georgetown formation Member B, abandoned road ballast
pit 200 paces east of IT.B, Highway 81 bridge over
Chandler Branch approximately 4 miles north of Round
Rock, Just south of Smith’s farmhouse. (Locality 9,
Atchison Thesis).
10516 Leonltes n. sp, 1 (Arrington) juvenile
Georgetown formation Member B, from tank on McAdams
Farm l/2 mile east of tT.S. Highway 81, 1 mile north
of Round Rock, County road crosses Chandler Branch.
(Locality 10, Atchison Thesis).
3-0517 Leonltes n, sp. 1 (Arrington)
Georgetown formation Member B. Same as 10516,
10518 Prohysteroceras anstlnense (Roomer)
Georgetown formation Member B, in Chandler Branch at
same location as 10516.
10519 Mortoniceras (Leonltes) maximum (Lasswitz)
Georgetown formation Member A. Same as 10514.
10520 Leonltes n, sp. 1 (Arrington), 6 feet below top of
Georgetown formation Member B. Same as 10516.
10521 Leonltes n. sp. 3
Georgetown formation Member B, 7 feet below base of
Member C. Same as 10516, (Atchison Thesis).
10522 Mortoniceras n. sp. 4 (Arrington)
Georgetown formation Member E. 300 paces west up the
hill slope toward the Del Rio outlier. (Atchison
Thesis)•
10523 Leonltes n. sp. 2
Georgetown formation Member B, 6 feet below Member C
contact. (Locality 9, Atchison Thesis).
10524 Leonltes sp. juvenile
Georgetown formation Member B. Same tank as 10516.
10525 Mortoniceras n. sp. 1 aff. trinodosus (B8se)
(Arrington Thesis ). Georgetown formation Member A.
Same as 10513•
10526 Mortoniceras n, sp. 3 (Arrington)
Georgetown formation Member D, top of the first small
hill south of the Chandler Creek-IT.B, Highway crossing
on 81, 2.7 miles north of Hound Rock. (Atchison Thesis).
10527 En&onoceras sp. Same as 10491.
10528 Mortoniceras n. sp. 3 (Arrington)
Georgetown formation Member D, 1/2 mile east of
Highway 81, 2 miles north of Round Rock. (Meas-
ured section 3, Locality 3, Atchison Thesis).
10529 Flobiceras sp*
Georgetown formation Member A. (Measured section 8,
bed 8, Locality 11, Atchison Thesis).
10530 TEonervlnquleria” n. sp. 1
’‘Kiamichi” formation, (Measured section 8, bed 4,
Locality 11, Atchison Thesis).
10531 Leonites sp,
Georgetown formation Member B, Forth Georgetown
south of the Rivers, cut bank south of city gravel
pit. (Atchison Thesis).
10532 Leonites sp, juvenile
Georgetown formation Member B, same location as 10516,
10533 Bxovyra clarki (Shattuck)
Buda formation, north bank of Brushy Creek, 300 paces
downstream from the dam at Round Rock. (Atchison
Thesis).
10534 Fnallaster sp.
Buda formation, same as 10533.
10535 Qryphaea graysonana (Stanten)
Del Rio formation, lower part, Hawkins Farm about 3
miles north of Round Rock and 1 mile east of Highway
81. (Locality 4, Atchison Thesis).
10536 Budalceras sp.
Float, same location as 10535.
10537 Fjritio mlcromorphs collected from same location as
10535. Exogyra arietina. Turrllites bosquensis. and
others. (Atchison Thesis).
10538 Mortoniceras n, sp, 4 (Arrington Thesis).
Georgetown formation Member B, same as 10521.
10539 Haraatid
Georgetown formation Member E, same as 10521.
10540 Hemiaster slogans
Georgetown Member B, Locality 3, same as 10528,
10541 Mortoniceras n. sp. 2
Georgetown Member A, north bank of Brushy Creek at
dam in east Round Rock.
10542 Idiohamltes fremonti. Georgetown Member A,
TfocalTty 9, Atchison Thesis)
10543 ?tFoperyinquierla
n
n, sp. 2
Georgetown Member A, on Chandler Branch, l/4 mil©
upstream from Highway 81 bridge.
10544 Same as 10543,
10545 Budaicorns sp.
Lower Buda, 100 yards downstream from Brushy Creek
dam in Fast Round Rock, (Atchison Thesis),
10546 Ammonite fragment
Float, on Rabbit Hill on Barton Farm, Probably from
Rouldin flags. (Atchison Thesis).
10547 Sohaphites sp ♦
Austin chalk, (Measured section 7, bed 6, Locality 7,
Atchison Thesis).
10548 Peronlceras sp. aff* westnhallcum
Same as 10547,
10549 Qxytropidoceras cf. supani
On Lake Greek, 1/4 mile west of Round Rock 7!"hite Lime
Quarry,
10550 Ammonite .fragment
Same as 10547.
10800 Submantelliceras sp,
[Measured section 4, bed 6, Locality 4, Atchison Thesis)
10826 Mortoniceras n, sp, 1 (Arrington) aff. trinodosus (B8se),
Georgetown Member A, Same as UT 105137 (Atchison
Thesis).
10827 Mortonicerid
Georgetown Member A. (Measured section 8, bed 7, Local-
ity 11, Atchison Thesis),
10828 Mortonlceras n* sp. 2 (Arrington) aff. trinodosua (BBse).
Georgetown Member A, l/4 mile west of Highway 81 and
l/4 mile north of Chandler Branch. (Atchison Thesis).
10829 Oxytropidoceras cf* belknapi
**Kiamichi rr float, Onion Greek* (Locality 14, Atchison
Thesis).
10830 Oxy•tropld o ceras cf. aupanl
Same as UT 108 29*
10831 Oxytropidoceras of. supanl
Same as UT 10829.
10832 Oxytrouidoceraa cf. bolknapi
Same as UT 10829.
10833 Desmoceres brazoenae
Member A of Georgetown, bed of North San Gabriel River,
l/4 mile down stream from Highway 81 bridge at George-
town.
10834 Prohysteroceras cf* austinensla juvenile
Member B of Georgetown, Highway 81 cloverleaf in south
edge of Belton.
10835 Leonltea maximus
Georgetown Member B, Same as 10834*
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